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TSS TROTSKY SCHOOL OF FALSIFICATION

Ale HISMHICAL FA3LS

H the initial phases of the Stal-

X inist process of burocratic en-

trenchment and centralisation in the

Soviet Union, the national question
necessarily assumed a key importance.

The development of the Stalinist burop-

eratic pyramid required the strangula-

tion of the miner Soviet He-

publics and their conversion into oas-

es of the centralised burocratic potter

of the renegade Stalin clique, the

"trio*1 of Stalin,Zinoviev and Kamenev.

Because of its irnportance in the

genesis of the Stalinist development

*

knowledge of the behavior of the lead-*

ing figures influencing the events of

this period 4s of crucial importance

to the revolutionary workers,

In an article "by John 0. bright

entitled "Lenin on the Problem of Na-
tionalities" published In the fourth
International of January 1943, the

three-cornered relation of Stalin,

Trotsky and Lenin, the three major fig-

ures of that period, is presented as

Lenin-Trotsky versus Stalin, Wright

states categorically that Trotsky's

line on the national question merged
^ith Lenin* s during the first period

of the Russian Kevolution and the

first four congresses of the Comintern

and represented a direct continuation

and extension of Lenin's line after

the latter* s death:

"Trotsky's work on the problem of

nationalities parallels that of Len-

in for 1903 to 1917, It marges
with the latter in the first period

-z£ Russian revolution and the

first four Congresses of the Commun-
International* It represents a

~ct continuation and extension
after Lenin's death, n {p. 18)

git asserts further that Trot-
-sd a consistent orthodox Len-
the national question until

*7 remained to his death a

consistent orthodox Leninist on the

national and colonial question, 11

(ibid,)

We reject as a falsehood any as-

sertion or implication that in the

period beginning with the rise of Stal-

inism Trotsky's line merged vlth Len-
in's, To prove our contention we
irill examine -*- l) Benin's struggle

against Stalin on the national ques-
tion, and 3) Trotsky's line in this

struggle.

LENIH VERSUS STALHf
OK THE K&TIOKftL QttESTIOK

AcCCGKDXHG- to all available mat-

J/
-

i. crial it was precisely on the

national question that Lenin intended

to give his first major "battle to Stal-

in and his burocratic partners and as-
sistants, tn this sphere, Lenin ob-

served the indissoluble connection ex-
isting between Stalin ! s policy on the

national question and his drive to

burocratize the party. We shall cite

Trotsky's own testimony on this point:

*1?he bureaucratic degeneration of
the state has rested like a mill-
stone upon the national policy. It

was upon this question that Lenin
intended to give his first battle

to the oureaucracyj and especially
to Stalin, at the 13th Congress of

the party in the spring of 1923, *

(L, frotsky, *The devolution Betray-
ed, " p. 170}

In Soviet Georgia,. Stalin,assist-*
ed "by his henchmen Ordahonikudse^Dser-
shinsky, lamenev and others effected a
typical burocratic coup d'etat by thug
methods, installing a crew of his brib-
ed flunkies to dominate the Georgian
party and government.

Lenin was outraged by this tsaneu-

ver and perceived in this Georgian scan-
dal the falseness of Stalin's whole
course on the national question, Trot -

sky was a close witness of these his—



toric developments.

"Vladimir Ilyich attached enormous
importance tc the 'Georgian 1 ques-
tion not only because he feared the
consequences of a false national
policy in Georgia — a fear which
had been wholly confirmed— but al-
so because in that question was re-
vealed to him the falseness of Stal-
in's whole course on the national
question." (L, Trotsky, "!The Stalin
School of falsification," p. GS)

Despite the fact that he ms inc-
apacitated "by illness, Lenin imraedi-
ately began a fight against Stalin on
this question, making it the spring-
board of a fight against Stalin's
whole role in the party, To the Georg-
ians, Lenin dispatched a note stating
that he was following their struggle
against Stalin with all his heart /flb-
id,, p. 69)

On his sick: bed Lenin composed a
letter on the national question con-
demning Stalin, and this document corn-
Dined with other notes formed what Len~
in termed a "bomb" against Stalin,
Lenin intended to have this "comb"
hailed at Stalin at the 12th Congress
of the Eussien Communist Party to be
held in April 1923. (L, Trotsky, "Ky
Life," p* 482)

In general, according to Trotsky,
the whole period of the last half year
of Lenin's political life right up to
the eve of the 12th Congress was fill-
ed with a sharpening struggle against
Stalin;

"Thus it would be no exaggeration
to say that the last half year of
Lenin *s political life, between his
convalescence and his second ill-
ness, nas filled with a sharpening
struggle against Stalin." (L

_

. Trot-
sky, "fhe Suppressed Testament of
Lenin, p, S9)

Because of unmistakable sign* of
Stalin^ dishonesty Lenin cazae to the
position of rejecting any compromise
*ith Stalin even on a correct ^ine,
Trotsky records, this point which was
established in his discussion with
Fotiyeva, one of Lenin *s secretaries*

Rrotsicy added:

"Then the thing has gone so far that
Vladimir Ilyich no longer thinks
that we can compromise with Stalin
even on the right line?"

Fotiyeva replied;

^es, he does not trust Stalin, and
wants to come out against him open-
ly before the entire party. , " (L,
Trotsky t P#y Life," p» 4S4)

In excluding the possibility of
compromise, Trotsty was told of Leni/'s
belief that " 'Stalin will make a rot-
ten compromise and then deceive us, 1 "

(To id.)

As a consequence, Iienin was pre-
paring not only to remove Stalin from
the post of general secretary but to
disqualify Mm before the party ai
well. At the Twelfth Congress, Lenin
intended to hurl a crushing blow at
Stalin!

"Lenin was now preparing not only
to remove Stalin from his post of
general secretary, but to disquali^
ty him before the party as well. On
the question. of monopoly of foreign
trade, on the national question, on
questions of the regime in the par-
ty, on the worker-peasant inspec-
tion, and of the commission of con-
trol, he was systematically prepar-
ing to deliver at the twelfth con-
gress a crushing blo-s e^ ":••• iin as
personifying bureaucracy* the mutu-
al shielding among officials, ar-
bitrary rule and general rudeness."
(lb id,, p. 480-1. My emphasis -A,B,

)

Let us reestablish the course of
development at this juncture and keep
it clearly before us. The last half
year of Lenin's political life was
filled with a sharpening struggle
against Stalin. Stalin's introduction
of thug methods in bringing the Georg-
ian Soviet Republic under bis sway
formed the keynote for a struggle
against hi* hy Lenin, Stalin f s mani**
Testation of Great Bussian nationalism
and his concomitant drive to burocra-
tize the party resulted in the crea-



d of a nbombn against him by Lenin
. the intent of annihilating him

politically at the 12th Congress of

the EGP whore the case of the persecut-

ed Georgian leaders was to be brought

into the foreground. Lenin's struggle

against Stalin reached such a stage as

to preclude any compromise whatever,

not even one on a fonmlly correct

HAT Trotsky knew of Lenin r s strug-

gle against Stalin is already
apparent, since the evidence we have

adduced has been selected froa Trot-

sky's own writings. The crucial point
to establish here, however, is whether
Trotsky knew of Lenin r s struggle in

the period immediately preceding the

12th Congress and what Trotsky's line

was.

All evidence unmistakably points
to Trotsky 1 3 knowledge of this strug-

gle* For one thing, Trotsky states

that he was authorized by Lenin to

fight Stalin at the 12th Congress. As

a consequence, Glasser, another of Len-

in's secretaries, was instructed to

turn over to Trotsky all the manu-

scripts that wore to ma&e part of Len-

in's *bomb" against Stalin:

" 'And he fj»eninj instructed sib to

hand, over to you all the manuscripts

that were to make pert of his boab

for the twelfth congress* 1 " (ibid,,

p« 484)

Further, continues Trotsky, Len-
in's intentions with reference to Stal-

in were quite clear to hie:

"Lenin's intentions now were quite

clear to me: by taking the ejsample

of Stalin's policy he wanted to ex-*

pose to the party and ruthlessly,
the danger of the bureaucratic
transforation of the dictatorship."

(Ibid,)

Thus, there is no mistaking the

fact that Trotsky was fully aware of
Lenin's uncompromising intentions with
reference to Stalin on the eve of the

12th Congress.

. EIMS5ILF TO Lssx;

I— ACTS indubitably indicate that

X Trotsky gave Lenin the impres -

s ion that he would work shoulder to

shoulder with him in the struggle a-

gainst the Stalin clique, Trotsiy, in

his auto-biography quotes a conversa-

tion he held with Lenin prior to the

latter 's second stroke about three and
a half weeks before the 12th Congress,

Trotsky states that in this conversa-

tion he agreed to form a bloc with Len-*

in against burocracy in general and

against Stalin's organizational bur-

eau in particular;

"After thinking it over for a no-
msmt, Lenin put the question point-*

clank; 'Tou propose then to open

fire not only against the state
bureaucracy, hut against the Or-

ganizational Bureau of the Central

Committee as well?' I couldn't help
laughing, this came so unexpectedly,
'That seems to he it. 1 The Or^ni-
zational Bureau meant the very

heart of Stalin's apparatus*

" 'Oh, well, ' Lenin went on, obvi-

ously pleased that wa had called

the thing by its right name, 'if

that's the case, then I offer you a

bloc against bureaucracy in general

and against the Organizational Bu-
reau in particular,'

"'With a good man, it is an honor
to form a good bloc, ' I replied,"

(Ibid., p, 479)

The impression, therefore, that

Trotsky gave Lenin was unmistakably

one of a bloc against Stalin,

TROTSKY'S ACTUAL LPE)

ES basis for the struggle against
Stalin and his huxocratic aides

was thereby laid by Lenin. A "bomb"

on the national question was prepared

by Lenin with the intention of crush-

ing Stalin politically and disqualify-

ing him before the party, Or^niza-
tionally this line was to be implement-

ed by the removal of Stalin and the
placing of Trotsky as Lenin's deputy
and successor to the post of chairman
of the Soviet of People's Conmissars!



"He [JjeniiQplanned to create a com-
mission attached to the Central
Committee for fighting bureaucracy.
We were both to be members. This
commission was essentially to "be

the lever for breaking up the Stal-
in faction as the backbone of the
bureaucracy, and for creating such
conditions in the party as would
allow me to become Lenin 1 s deputy,
and, as he intended, his successor
to the post of chairman of the So-
viet of People's Commissaries,"
(Ibid., p. 479J

The 12th Congress was selected by
Lenin as the battleground for the

struggle against Stalin, As the eve
of this Congress approached the strug-
gle between Lenin and Stalin reached
its sharpest form. At this time Lenin
wrote his note to the persecuted George

ian leaders proclaiming his soli-
darity with them against Stalin. Al-
most immediately afterward Lenin wrote
a note rupturing all relations with
Stalin, At this juncture, Lenin's ill-
ness ripened into its most critical
phase paralyzing him and completely
eliminating him physically from this
struggle* The burden of the struggle
obviously then passed to Trotsky, to
whom Lenin had turned over his politi-
cal ammunition*

Trotsky reacted to the news of
Lenin's paralysis by summoning Kamenev,

one of Stalin's partners t for a dis-
cussion, Easenev had seen Lenin rs

note to the Georgian J.cadsrs. As a
consequence, says Trotsky, he was com-

pletely at sea, for Lenin's note cut
into the plan which Zinoviev, Stalin
and Eamenev had concocted to crown
themselves legitimate successors to
Lenin?

Blamenev came an hour later* §e
was completely aL

t_ sea r The idea of
a trio — Stalin, Zinoviev, Eamenev
—had long been established. The
whole plan of the conspirators was
that after they had mustered enough
support in the organizations, they
would be crowned legitimate succes-
sors to Lenin, The little note cut
into their plan like a sharp wedge,
Eamenev did not knew what to, do,

anjj admi_t_t_ed it to me ouite franks

ly. w (ibid., p, 485* My eaapljasis-

A, B.)

Trotsky relates that he then gave

him Lenin's manuscript on the national

question to read over. In addition,
Kamenev had learned from Erupskaya of

Lenin's note rupturing all personal re-

lations with Stalin* Trotsky then des-

cribes Kamenev Js reaction to this suc-

cession of events: wEamenev was quite

pale and agitated- The ground was

slipping ai?ay under Ms feet. He did

not knoTr what to do next, or which way

to turn**

And, indeed, the outlook appeared

to be very dark for the Stalin clique*

Trotsky, however, reassured this

ly worried conspirator as follows:

n I gave him my opinion of the situ-
ation* 'Sometimes, 1 I said, 'out

of fear of an imginary danger t

people are capable of bringing real

danger down upon tbemselves*Remem*"'

bert and tell others that the last

thing I TTant ia to start a fight at

the congress for any changes in or-
ganization, I am for preserving
the status cuo. ,B (Ibid,, p.485-6 )

There can be not one iota of doubt

that Trotsky 1 s line as expressed here

to Stalin's partner, Eamenev, was com-

pletely opposed to Lenin's line as it

was laid down in the "bloc discuss ion"

with Trotsky, The central feature of

Lenin's line was precisely a fight
against Stalin at the forthcoming par-

ty congress on the organisation ques-

tion, Trotsky himself wrote in con-
nection with the "bloc discussion"

with Lenin "the organisational bureau
meant the very heart of Stalin's appa-
ratus," Mo one ^ho actually intended
to carry out Lenin's line could say as

Trotsky did "the last thing I want is

to start a fight at the congress for

any changes i*i organisation."

To make it absolutely clear to

the Stalin clique that he had no in-

tentions of carrying out Lenin 1 s un-
compromising line of wiping out Stalin

organisationally and politically, Trot-
sky mad© the following unequivocal and
very reassuring statement to Eamenev:

*I am a^inst removing Stalin, - and



cD

expelling Ordzhonikidze, and dis-

placing Ezershinsky from the Commis-

sariat of transport," (Ibid, , p#

486)

Tfe see, therefore, two clearly

defined, political lines clashing with

each other. One, for removing Sta3J.n

and breaking up his clique — Lenin's

line; the other, against removing
Stalin or disrupting his clique and

against any fight for any changes in

organisation at the forthcoming party

congress — Trotsky's line*

Having revealed the essence of

his line, Trotsky curiously enough

says Joe told Eamenev* ttBul 1 do agree

with Lenin in substance," (ibid.)

The discerning reader will readi-

ly see that TrotskyU statement to

Earaenev voicing Ms opposition to the

removal of Stalin was Ms real line

and his story about agreeing with Len-

in in substance was simply window-dres-

sing, a self-protective cover. The

discerning Eamenev understood Trotsky

very well* Trotsky relates that at

the end Of their discussion -r ^lamen-

ev gave a sigh of relief. 11 (Ibid.)

In order to understand the real

meaning of Trotsky's actions in this

period, it must he clear that the Cen-

tral Committee of the ECP had already

undergone a profound change in a re-

actionary direction. Indeed, from

Trot sky *s own testimony it can be

learned that already in this early

period of 1923-23, the Central Commit-

te was a Stalin Central Committee:

*They became, Zinoviev and Karoenev**

with Stalin they created the so-

called 'Troika, or triumvirate ,

which was the directing body of the

Central Committee of the Party and

of the country during the period

froa the end s£ 1922 £p_ 1925 ." (L.

Trotsky, statement in "The Case of

Leon Trotsky," p. 77. My eaphasis-
A. B.)

Ehe line which Trotsky laid down

to Kamenev was soon concretized in

practice. Some days prior to the con-

vening of the 12th Congress t the 71^-

All Ukrainian party conference ms

convened in Kharkov. To prepare for
the 12th Congress, the Stalinist Cen-

tral Committee dispatched a leading

member of the Politburo to this con-

ference. The manifest intent was ob-

viously to hide the facts about Stal-

in's Central Committee and Lenin's op-

position to its policies and to dupe

the Ukrainian party conference into

approving the treacherous policy and

leadership of the Stalin clique. Iho

was selected for 'this dirty and ful-

some task? None other than Leon Trot-

sky*

Trotsky's report was of such a
nature as to get this conference to ap-

prove what was termed the "correct

line 1t of Stalin's Central Committee

and its nfirm and capable leadership;"

"The business of the conference

began with the hearing of Comrade

Trotsky* s report on the tasks of

the xii Congress of the ECP,,. As
a_ result of Comrade Trotsky's re-

port a resolution was adopted in

which the conference greets the cor-

rect line of the C*C. of the EGP
and with satisfaction records the

firm and capable leadership . "( In-
vestla, April 11, 1923, My emphas-
is, A, B. )

Thus, the "sigh of reliefn which
the conspirator Earnsnev emitted after
his conversation with Trotsky proved
well-founded. lar from heralding the

removal of Stalin and the forming of a
Lenin-Trotsky foloc, the atmosphene of

this conference was permeated with the

idea of a Stalin-Trotsky bloc* Indeed*

one Stalinist delegate w Fetrovsky,

coupled the names of Stalin and Trot-

sky;

"Let us hope that Ilyich will re-

cover from his illness* How the

old guard must rally around bis

name and also around our experienc-
ed leaders, Comrade Trotsky, Stalin
and others** ( Izvestia. April 7,

1923)

A few days after the ?II All-
Ukrainian party conference, the 12th
Congress of tfie HCP was convened. This

was the battleground which Lenin had
selected for the crushing of Stalin



politically «* "^^"^^estut
U» leading characters ™" £™
but one. Lenin's absence «• ^J* ^
»t political, for his 'Ken*"<»*£
national question was in the posses-

ion of **>*•*. his alleged partner

fnlhe bloc against 0WOA. * *£
already given seme portents of Trot-

siyis real line revealed in his co

wsation with toenev *md ^ his he

havior at the VII All-JJkrainian Party

Conference

*

M the 12th Congress of the BCP,

the Stalin.Zinoviev, Met* Trio sue

cessfully carried out its P"1^
against the Georgian party leaders and

consolidated Stalin's grip «. tto.^
T. ^divani. e»e of the «"*«££
ers present, complained £**•££
against Stalin and demanded the puW
againsi. _-„,,, i„t.tP_r on the na-
catlon of

Lllli auv. u^—-~^—

—

-

lenin's letter on the na-

tional question. This «»*«*£
nublication of Lenin's letter «s

Sd hy another felegate^akovlev.

Trotsky, present all the while, having

the letter in his possession, utterea

not a syllable. To extricate the con-

orators fro, "tT'S^ £d »e£
1*± Pinfvtriev took the floor ana e*

pt^ed- Ito reason for the suppres-

sion of Lenin's letter

I

* Comrade Yakovlev demanded that the

letter in question *™ C°^%^
in should *• **lM*"a\, S. ££
aidiUQ of the Congress of the Par-

ty atopted on this f"'*?
» »*£

iLus decision: not to publish for

ttTtlM being tMs T^t! iS
Tie* of the character of those in-

structions given by Vladuair II-

yiS hiaself7 » tto letter up to

£7 has not been published it is

rf
lusively

B

beca^f t^indicat-

3 r
rproceed2gs\fffm Con-

gross. Russian Edition p. 532.

Uy emphasis - A- ^ # ^

Zinoviev thus referred the dele-

gates to a Hsanigous. decision on this

question by the Presidio buttressed

t,y the excuse that Lenin hiaseif did

not wtt this letter to be Published.

This latter phase of the question was

Lit with by Trotsky -#•* « J£
floor of the XII Congress — but many

l\Zl tater in a book. Bare is what

Trotsky revealed concerning Zin^i-'-

alibi.

*-««. and fTindaaental
-The exh^stive and

iw6l
letter of Lenin o

question is concealedg^ g^
ty t0 this day. »g\St-IbM,! ta

be read to ibe g^j; -Staim
the core.." U« ""

« „ 68 . My
SchooTof falsification, p. 68. *y

ezipbasis - *• E»J

Plainly, then, when^^t^
tended ***J££J^ttTto *

^bitU: S ^ brte£y lyi-f -"£
attention of shielding JW-
an^^y^c^

e
TSs letter,

as Trotsky !£**^^«*-«* TO "

lished to this day, an «"" . f

Trot*r who *a* a ae^ber
£ ^

, inm ^ich ^*£j*r 22St stair-
publishing of tno letter agai

Id.

~v i ^v no one bita person
Obviously, no o

dlflto-.ty can
guided by Jfi? ™"^^ ^ for *toat

faU to U*el ^ot S

^^ ^
it actually was — a stao *u

of ienin.

^/es
^torf SWSE Si

rtTt?5i
a

of ioU*i». .** ^m
a oetrayai "± Lenin invenu.*i,
being the metofflj ashen

«

^
for the c^^

n!^
tal

Se 13th Con-
Md

"fotsSred ^Italinist Central

KttefTaPP"!^ *• ^liUCal

and orgaiiisation&1 litie "

proves „*B
nfi^S^tr.1 Committee

tional li«a of the wn ^
Bhich assures toe par^ji

„

Sw also for the pr-i-i* J^"
(ISvestia,. April 20, 1923)

This approval was unaniiajus I

„iU our resolu«ons have been adop-

ted unanUnonslyk* (
£ravdtt ,

apru.

36, 1923}

tion west so far as to speat o _



•proresent

7
vgment of the organisational ap-

The Congress remarks with satis-
faction the improvement of the or-
ganizational apparatus of the Cen-
tral Committee and the entire or-

ganizational work of the Party cen-
tral in general. 11 (Eesolution on
the Eeport of the Central Goramittee,

lavestja . April 23, 1933}

Thus we see that Trotsky's line
Expressed in his conversation with Hans-

enev f and at the 711 All-Ukrainian
Party Conference s and at the 13th Con-*

gross of the ECP followed a consistent
pattern, A betrayal of Lenin's trust,
a conscious leceiving of the revolu-
tionary workers and collaboration with
Stalinism* In the Stalinist develop-
ment Trotsky played the repulsive Jud-
as role, pretending to Lenin that he
wae in bloc with him and then "betray-

ing him,

TROTSKT'S itOHEHODOr LEtflUlSM11

tW

OBT G, Wright asserts that Trot-
sky remained an orthodox Lenin-

is t"bn the national question until his
death* How orthodox Trotsky's Lenin-
lam was is demonstrated by his char-
acterization years later of the pro-
Stalinist 12th Congress as a Bolshevik
Congress r

ff In reality the lajji. Con-
gress of the Bol.6jihe.yik party took
place at the beginning of 1923, the
12th party Congress. All supse.quent

congresses were bureaucratic parades,"
(The Soviet Union and the Fourth In-
ternational, p. 24-25, Uy emphasis -

B,)

far from being an "orthodox Lenin-

uCzaxL

1st* to his death/ Trotsky continued
to betray Leninism to his death and
never faltered in the policy of con-

cealing his betrayal of Lenin's line,

TrotsJsy to his death pushed the lie

that he had supported Lenin* s line

against Stalin:

ttfe have indicated above the sign-
posts of the final struggle between
Lenin and Stalin* At all stages

Lenin sought my support and found

It* 11 (Suppressed Testament of Len-

in, p. 32. My emphasis - A. B#)

This mendacious concealment of

Trotsljy's real role is an organic part

of the general Trotekyist line. The

purport of this line is to conceal

Trotsky's rene^cy from Bolshevism and
collaboration with Stalinism. John G>

Wright's falsifications in the sphere

of this phase of history is a congeni-
tal and necessary aspect of the Trot-
skyite system,

Bevolutionary workers desiring to

combat and defeat the Stalinist reac-

tion must be thoroughly clear as to

the origins of the deadly Stalinist
disease and the leading participants
which made this deadly malady possible.
Obviously, people like J, F« Cannon,

John G, Wright and Max Shachtman, who

all affirm in common that Trotsky pur-
sued a struggle against Stalinism in
the spirit of Bolshevism are distort-
ers of the truth and can therefore on-
ly prevent workers from moving in the

direction of a new revolutionary Bol-
shevik party.

July 1943

0L3. t.f^7\/
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THE TBOTSKY
: SCHOOL 7 Ti'isnicinoH

£K ALIBI

MD WH.4T IT CONCEALS

H3 first systematic account *-

of the Troika's (Stalin-Zinovlev-

Kamenev) conspiracy to usurp power in

the Soviet Union was published in iy<So

by an American "Left" journalist, Ha*

Eastman .under the title, "Since Len*n

Died * Eastman presented a picture ox

the behind-the-scenes bureaucratic

machinations of the fielders of power

in Russia. There was one basic pointy

howler, which Eastman did not present,

namely, the real role of Trotsky in

the conspiracy of the usurpers. East-

man either did not know it, or he de-

liberately concealed it. In any case

he published his book in an effort to

aid Trotsky against the Stalin clique

which was maneuvering to oust Trotsky

from poorer . The unexpected happened

with a vengeance when Trotsky himself

led the outpouring of abuse on Eeston

^r his book, "Since Lenin Died,

'f. During the faction fight of 1940

beaten Cannon and Shachtaan, Trotsky

had occasion to reply to the accusa-

tion that he had deceitfully denied

the authenticity of one of Lean's

last (wtjraajin documents ^hich East-

man in 1925 mhlished and quoted in

his book:. In the course of excusing

his action, Trotsky harked bacic to

that period of 1925 and the situation

which ne claimed gave rise to his die-

avowal of Eastman* s revelations.

*»last[aan published the document

on his own initiative in a moment

when our faction decided to inter-

rupt all public activity in order

to avoid a premature split, Don t

forgot it was before the famous jing-

lo-Hussian Trado Union Cocmittee

and before the Chinese Evolution,

even before thx appearance of the

Zinoviev opposition, TT? ^re oblig-

ed to maneuver in orlor

time. On the contrary, the

wished to utilise Eastman 1 a

cation in crier to provoka a

Of -?ppo&itioual abortion,

prseeutod an icuUimoto! Bithe?

must sign the teolarmtioa written

by the Troilca in my name or they

will immediately open the fight on

to win
Troika
publl-

kind
Tuny

the matter. The opposition center

decided unanimously that this, is-

sue at this moment is absolutely un-

favorable, that I must accent

ultimatum and sign my name under a

declaration written by the Polit-

buro." tL. Trotsky, *In Defense ci

Marxism," p. 160. Emphasis in ori-

ginal)

If a worker^s knowledge of this

affair is limited to this apologetic

declaration, then Trotsky's .excuse nay

aeem suite plausible and may eyen te

considered acceptable on the whole. An

examination of what was actually o~cur-

rin* among the leading circles of the

bureaucrats ed Russian Communist Parts

however, will place the entire affair

in a totally different light,

Trotsky speaks in the above-quot-

ed passage of "the declaration written

by the Troika" which he alleges he was

forced to sign. This makes it appear

that there was one such declaration by

Trotsky denouncing Eastman. Tne lac*

is that there were two. statements pub-

lished under Trotsky's signature; one

followed the other by a very brief pe-

riod Of time (Inprecorr, !93o}, a

"very peculiar circumstance attaches to

this fact. The first statement was

published and an objection ^ *£**
to it by the bureaucrats of the French

section of the Stal intern on r,he

grounds that it was not empte^C

enough against Eastman, If the f.ret

statement was written by the Tre.*a,

then this means that Stalin's own

flunkeys in France were objecting to a

document eAnating directly from the

Stalin sanctom itself, Tro^ all that

has ever been noted of the workings of

the Stalinist Var^ausracy, f^f*
flunteey* were not in the habit of

shoeing their mouth off at Stalin *ad

telling Kin how to run Me affairs

-

The CB»B*f.0H is, therefore, na* -hlfi

first document really written ey the

Stalin cUgua — ^ «w it m
;,^

oy

tfrottky himself? In any ca^e Tro^Sy

issued a second statement f
e^en.ia^y

of the sama con^enta as the first, but

stronger in tone. According to the

t:

r
-



b

itary evidence, then, the noto^
Trotsky statement on Eastman. —

second one, the more abusive one,

is traditionally referred to —
sd at the demand of the buresu-

~-„s of the French section of the

,nterni Trotsky never went into

details of this tangled affair.

We shall now examine Trotsky 1 a

>logy point by point,

(i)

*Eastmau published the document

on his own initiative in a moment

when our faction decided to inter-

rupt all public activity.*. 11

The implied meaning of this re->-

nark is that prior to the appearance

of Eastmans exposure Trotsky had been

carrying on a struggle against the

Stalin clique and then suddenly decid*

m ed to cease fighting pmblicly presum—

f ably for the purpose of consolidating

the anti-Stalin forces for further

struggle. The question that must be

raised is: What anti-Stalin public ac-

tivity had Trotsky carried on which ho

decided to interrupt?

It is a fact substantiated by the

cstimony of historical records that

•otsky neither before nor after the

Eastman exposure presented to the mem-

bership of the Russian Communist Party

a single statement revealing that Stal-

in, Zinoviev and Eamenev had organised

a factional Trio to usurp power and

_ pursuing countor-revolutionary

policies in the Soviet Union and the

Comintern, Let us present evidence

froa Trotsky's own pen showing the

zLz.i of "public activity" he pursued,

i tt^ple of such testimony is his let-

resignation froia the post of

::-t:issar, dated January 15, 1925.

Ifeis letter was published in Prayda

the whole Russian working class*

therein declared that during

aloo just raised by the Stair

sua agcinst ttTrotskyism" — a

factional invention to die-

Iratsky and t?ealcen his potter —
r:^ai:\od silent andi he asain-

. _z : i rightly, so J

•-And at the present time, esti-

tho tthole course of the dis-

cussion and notwithstanding the

fact that there have been adiranced

against rae a taultitude of false and

actually Eaonstrous accusations t I

Uiink that my silence has been ri^tt

from the standpoint of the general

interests of the party," ( Fravda,

January 30, 1935)

In this letter Trotsky looked hack

over the immediately preceding period

Which was the aftermath of the Thir-

teenth Party Songress (May 1324) and

presented his line to %ti* masses*

It must be recalled that the monster

of Stalinist bureaucratism had already

profoundly penetrated into all phases

of life in the Soviet Union and in

Stalin's Comintern. The bureaucratic

fakery of "socialism in one country fl

had already been introduced by Stalin

and Company (Autumn of 1924)* The ap-

paratus of Stalinism was already enor-

mous in the Party, the Government and

tlw Soviets. But such *&s Trotsky's

role, according to his own admission*

that Stalin and all his allies and

flunkeys in the high bodies of the Par-

ty and Government knew perfectly well

that Trotsky had advanced no policy

whatever differing from that of the

Stalinist center of bureaucratic power.

To toe uninformed reader who has in mind

the usual picture of Trotsky as a veri^

table lion against the Stalinist Cen-

tral Committee, Trotsky 1 s description

of Us role will come as a distinct

shock i Here are his own words*

"After the Thirteenth Congress

there arose t or became more eler.rly

defined, certain new problems of

industrial, or Soviet, or interna-

tional character. The solution Of

them has been a matter of exception-

al difficulty, !£he. idea was. com-

pletely foreign to me to. oppose any.

1 platform * whatever to the yrork of

the Central Committee of the party

in the solution of these, problems .

To all those comrades who rcere pres-

ent at the meetings of the Polit-

buro, the Central Commit too, the

Soviet of Labour and Defence, or

the Evolutionary Military Soviet,

this assertion needs no proof."

(Ibid, Our emphasis)

At the very outset it becomes

clear that Trotsky's alibi is distinct-



to
ly dub Lous, for one must a sic skeptical^
ly* lhat Hpu.blic activity against
the Stalin clique had be been conduct-
ing that he should offer the interrup-
tion of this alleged "public activity8

as a justification for his slanderous
attack on Eastman,

Iiet us look further into the real
story of Trotsky in the rise of Stalin-
ism to examine still earlier samples
Of his "public activity."

Stalin's public activity had long
been a stench in the nostrils of many
politically advanced workers. At the
beginning of 192& Lenin had proposed
definitely to oust Stalin from the

post of General Secretary and had out-
lined a fight to the finish against
Stalin's bureaucratic assault on the

various national minorities in the
Soviet Union* In the Spring of 1933
the Stalinist Central Committoe sent a
member of the Politburo to address the
7th All-Ukrainian Party Conference
upon the issues to he dealt with at
the forthcoming Twelfth Congress of
the Russian Communist Party. This mem-
ber tt&s Trotsky, As ha himself showed
after his exile from the Soviet Union,
he had been thoroughly familiar with
the counter-revolutionary nature of
the Stalin Central Committee, and par-
ticularly so in connection with Stal-
in's reactionary organizational and
national policies. Be knew that Lenin
was preparing an attack on the Stalin
Central Committee 1 * policies personi-
fied in its leader's treacherous role:

indeedi Trotsky indicates that ho had
given Lenin the impression of forming
with him a bloc to fight Stalin at the

Twelfth Congress, In the light of
these background factors, it is highly
significant to see srhat the records of

history tell about Trotsky's report to

the Ukrainian Conference on the eve of

the Twelfth Congress:

"As a result of Comrade Trotsky T s

report ,a resolution was adopted, in

which the Conference greets the cor

rect line of the Central Committee

of the Russian Gosnunist Party and
with satisfaction records the firm
and capable leadership

,

n
( Izvest la,

April 11, 1933. Our emphasis}

Trotsky had not told the Ukrainian

Bolshevik workers at the Conference a

single word-abwxt the treAc^io^ "—-

reaueratic policies of the Strife Cen-

tral Committee, not & word a>>cuv ten-

in** proposed struggle against Jtalin

at the forthcoming Twelfth Congress**

Trotsky had sold the workers a li&3 of

support to Stalin's Central Commit tee,

Such was Trotsky's "public activity*

in this earlier period.

At the Twelfth Congress of the

bureaueratized Russian Communist Party

held in April 1933 Trotsky was to pres-

ent the documents Lenin had given him
against Stalin and fight for the let-

ter's removal, Lenin's documents were

concerned with Stalin's disruptive pol-

icies on the national question and
were to serve as a keynote in a cam—

paiga to disqualify Stalin completely

before the whole Party and the tjhole

working class, Lenin, due to severe

illness t wae unable to attend. But

Trotsky was present in all his still

enormous prestige and power before the

masses. At the Congress Trotsky kept

completely silent about the campaign

Lenin had authorized him to launch

against Stalin* flews had circulated

unofficially that Lenin had written a
"bomb*1 against Stalin, and when seme

of the delegates inquired why this

material tias kept from the Congress, a

most significant revelation was enter-

ed into the written record of the Con-

gress, It reads as follows:

ffThe nrcsidium of the Congress of

the Party adopted on this question

a vm^-i^ous decision; not to pnt^

lish for the time being this docu-

ment,'1 (Stenographic report of the

proceedings of the XII Congress*, in

Russian, p* 541, Our emphasis)

The most outstanding member of the

presidium which unanimously voted to

keep Lenin's anti-Stalin document out

of the Congress was — Leon Trotsky,

The remark about not publishing Imin'a

document "for the time being" was, of

course, a subterfuge* It was never

published by the bureaucrats ci\t

though Trotsky had this momentous docu-

ment in his possession for many years

in his exile, he f too, never published

this document on the national question*

It was probably amongst that col-

lection of Lenin* s unf<phlish©a letter**



Trotsky sold to a bourgeois
ity with the strict stipulation

tQ publish them until 1980,

£w latter part of the year 1953
=£ triced by the rise of a severe
crisis in German capitalism. A revo-

nnary wave swept over the Genaan
.5X3 T7ho s e mo st advanced sec t ion s

,

_-i rrvmately, v:ere ir. the grip of the

Sersan agents of the Kremlin usurpers.
-he 'bureaucratic leadership foisted
pen the German workers a treacherous

line of support to the bourgeois-demo-*
:Ic parliamentary government of im-

perialist Germany* In. Saxony and Thur-
iagia where the revolutionary crisis
as at its peak, the Stalinist agents,
3randier, Thalheimer and Boettchor,

tuaily entered the bourgeois govern-
t, forming a coalition with the So-

ial Democrats* What was Trotsky's
public activity" in this connection?
In a speech to the Ifetal Workers Con-
gress in Moscow Trotsky had the brassi-
ne ss to compare the coalition of the

Stalinists and Social Democrats formed
on the basis of the bourgeois state to

the proletarian dictatorship estab light-
ed in Bussla after the overthrow of

the bourgeoisie

1

11It the present time the situa-
tion is clear- The coalition of

the Communists with the Social Dem-
ocrats in the government of Saxony
and Thuringia is comparable to the

coalition of the Communists and
Left Social Revolutionaries in Ens—
sin," ( Izvestia * October 21, 1923)

r^i* was word for word the Stalinist
ightist w Comintern 1 ' line on Ger-

acy, a line which paved the way for
bourgeois hangmen to let loose a

'Uaodbath of the workers*

cia
pa!

Trotsky's real public activity ^*
ncport to Stalinist policies — was

--r interrupted. In 1924, after Len-
gth, Stalin packed the Russian

ta^EZlst Party with hundreds of thous—
mam of hand-picked stooges and back-

|

-^Lri element s upon which to rest hie
^tic power, This maneuver the

ia gang labelled the "Xeninist
1937, many years after tho

:r. the actual occurrences
>
« r-P^letely dinned in the memory

tte workers, Trotsky wrote; By

freeing the bureaucracy from the con-
trol of the proletarian vanguard! the
rLeninist Levy 1 dealt a d4»£thI>low io

the Party of Lenin," ("Ths Eevolution

Betrayed, " p* 38) This is absolutely
true, But Trotal^ in 1937 "forgot 11 to

mention one little detail about his

^public activity 11 in 1324 with respect
to that Stalinist recruiting. At the

Thirteenth Congress in 1934, speaking
after Stalin had described the "Lenin-
ist Levy" in glowing terras, Trotsky
echoed the treacherous bureaucrat 1 a

demagogy in these words;

Without a doubt the Leninist re-
cruiting, as. has been correct ly stat-
ed here. £by Staling has brought
our party closer to being an elec-
tive party. 11

(Pjrayda. May S7, 1924*
Our emphasis)

This la another sample of Trotsky's
"public activity™ which was directly
fostering Stalinismr*

What was the meaning of Trotsky's
line? Hie Jiad stood amongst the tap
leadership at the bureauoratized So-
viet power* The §talin clique had
launched a campaign of bureaucratic
centrailcation of power and had sound*-

od as its keynote a drive to oust Trot-
sky% the most outstanding figure next
to Lenin, from the commanding posi-
tions of the bureaucracy. The insidi-
ous transformation which had come over
TrotsJsy nince the past truly revolu-
tionary years when he had fought the
Czari st s , the "toourgeo is—decnocrat s , the

White Guards and the Mensheviks and
Social Bevolutionary opportunists show-
ed itself in the fact that on the

question of the bureaucratic centrali-
zation of Soviet power, he adapted a
policy of conciliation with the Stalin
clique* To promote peace in the eir-^

cle of buraaucratic leadership, Trot-
sky collaborated uith fitalin-Sinoviev-
ICamenev in every aspect of their coun-
ter-revolutionary political line.. The

slanderous attack on Eastman, an out-
standing example of Trotsky's direct
shielding of Stalin from exposure, was
characterized hy Trotsky himself in

these revealing words

t

"In any case, my then statement
on Eastman can be understood only
as an integral part of our then



lt»» toward conciliation and yeace~

t»3clng^ (The Hew International.

Bovefiiber 1934 , p. 125)

Fean*Biakkig and conciliation on the-

basis of a treacherous line In Italia 'a

interests; This line of support to

Stal^ioni ^^s the real source of Trot-

sky** 1925 statement on Eastman,

We have already shown that in his

letter of resignation of January 15

>

1925 Trtftsky was s*ili talking of h£&

having no policy whatever opposed, to

the Stalinist Central Committee, This

brings our narrative up to the peviod

of his notorious attack on Eastman*

What was Trotsky's flpublic activity"

subsequent to the publication ©f
ffSince Lenin Died"?

(*>

"DonH forget it was before the

famous Jioglo-fei&siaD Tro^s Union

Comniittee. * «.•

Presumably Trotsky meant that the Com-

mittee so flagrantly betrayed the worifr.

ers that It opened their eyes to the

treacherous nature of Stalinism and

facilitated their rallying abound the

"Opposition. 1* If so, lot us see whe-

ther at the time of the existence of

the Committee (the period of the Gen-

eral Strike in Great Britain,May 1936)

Trotsky had a line of exposing the Com-

mittse and the opportunist Stalinist

line with respect to it. The Anglo-

Hassinn Committee was a Stalinist crem-

ation} at its head stood ?omstoy» Stal-

in's loyal ally. The collaboration of

the Stalinist bureaucrats with the

reactionary British trade union lead-

ers had as one of its purposes the be-

trayal of thqfirodigious strike sonti^

ment that was then brewing in England*

Trotsky, as well as hie various co-

horts, the Cannons and Shachtmuus t in

later years tried to give the impres*

eion that from its Tory inception Trot-

sky had fought the Anglo-Russian Com-

mittee and the whole Stalinist line

surrounding it. But documentary re*

cords of that period turn up a speech

by Trotsky to the Congress of textile

Workers in January 1936 in which he

praised the Committee in enthusiastic

language

l

*The Anglo-Enssian fceaolttee of

TMity of Trade Unions is the Mgh-
ejit expression Of that shift in the

situation in all Europe* and espe-

cially in England* which is occur-

ring before our eyee and which is

leadiig toward the jlurooaan revor

aution." fPravda, January 31,1936.

Our emphasis)

This "highest expression11 of the revo-

lutionary development of that period

of 1925-26* was soon to carry out the

betrayal planned jointly by the Stalin-

ist and trade union bureaucrats. The

awove was uttered by Trotsky before

the sell-out of the General Strike was

consummated* After the completion of

the betrayal, Trotsky made another

speech, in which he pictured the Stalin-

Ued *Comintern* of 1925-26 as trans-

ferring to England the same principles

and methods employed by the Bolsheviks

in Sussla in 1917,* Thesa remarks were

mad© in the course of on exceptionally

long-winded rigmarole from which we

oifce only the relevant expressions to

show the line Trotsky had on the Stal-

tMtrt policy in the General Strike

situation;

n Such was the voice of official

British socialism in 191? In the

sharpest moment when the Bolshevik

party was struggling agrinst the im-

perialist war* Aad noji, when the

Comintorn transfers the_ sane prin-

cjpXefe and methods. Upon the soil of

England, . . . when all these circum -

stances transfer th£ methods Qf. Bo.1^

she?ism uuon the English soil*--* 11

(Fravas, June 2 r 1926 f Our empha-

sis)

Hot only was there not one single syl-

lable of exposure from Trotsky during

the infamous &ouble-*dealing of the

Stalintom in connection with the Ang-

lo-Bussian Committee, bat Trotsky 1 ©

*public activity" in this sphere con-

sisted of direct aid to Stalin,

(3)

••Don't forget it was before**, the

Chinese Bevolution* even before the

appearance of the Zluovia* oppose
tion."



Apparently with this remark,al£O t

Trotsky tried to give the impression
that his line on the Chinese Kevolu^
tion and the Zinoviev opposition, with
which he formed a bloc, were mile-
stones in a real fight against Stalin-
ism which Eastman with his 1925 hook
anticipated with indiscreet haste .

Therefore it is necessary to show ex-
actly what kind of "public activity"
Trotsky engaged in during the bloc
with Zinoviev and the Chinese Revoha-
t ion.

These two events fall into the
same period, the years 1925-3? » The
specific line which Trotsky had during
the Chinese Revolution arose through a
remarkable series of circumstances out
of the bloc which he formed with Zin~
oviev and Earaonev. These two bureau*
crats with Stalin had been partners in
the scheme to centralize power in
their hands* They had initiated the
maneuver to oust Trotsky from power so
as to seize the Han's share them-
selves* In 1935 Zinoviev and Kamenev
realized that they had miscalculated,
for it turned out that Stalin through
his post of General Secretary had ac-
cumulated the bulk of bureaucratic pow-
er in his own clutches* Zinovict and
Kamenov were in danger of being left
c ample toly out in the cold. These two
wily connivers cast about for clique
allies to resist Stalin's pressure
against them* Trotsky's opportunist
policy of conciliation with the Stal-
inist bureaucratic center was first
hand knowledge to Zinoviev and Eamonev*
Further, Trotsky was in the same dilem-
ma as Zinoviev and Eomenev for like
them he had attempted to adapt himself
to the bureaucratic process but had
been caught short by. the unforeseen
placement of the real key to power in
the hands of Stalin* Zinoviev, Kamen-
cv and Trotsky wore all ousted bureau-
crats, double-crossed by .the central"
figure* Stalin,%th thi^natural merg-
ing of their several paths, Zinovievt

FJttmencv and Trots]iy formed a self-pro-
toctive bloc in 1936 1

-, Rallying many
anti-^tal in workers to serve as a bar**

gaining card with the onrushing Stalin
spearhead of bureaucratic centraliza-
tion of power,

Zinoviev and Eamenev, however,

-

were in a v^ry embarrassing pre-diea-*
ment at that point of the factional
ipune. For some time previous, they
had taken the lead in the scheme to

destroy Trotsky 1 s power in the bureau—'
cracy. As a "polemical" cover — to
make the swindle look like a fight for
principles — they together with Stal-
in had dug up Lenin and Trotsky's old,
longhead differences on the theore-
tical question of Permanent Bevolution.
On this profoundly important quest iont

Lenin had proved wrong and Trotsky
right, and in. 1917 they had liquidated
their differences . Trotsky in later
years related Lenin's admission that
the former had been correct on the*

question of the Permanent Eevolution.
The admission had been made to Joffe,
a very close friend of Trotsky:

"Joffe told me of his conversa-
tion with Lenin — it took place

1

in
1919, if I am not mistaken -— on
the subject of permanent revolution,
Lenin said to him: rYes, Trotsky
proved to be right. rfl (L. Trotsky,
My Life, p, 535)

Hence, when Trotsky formed the
bloc with Zinoviev and Kamonev, he had
to render them a certain "diplomatic1'

service along lines which reveal the
opportunist character of these people*
Zinoviev and Kamenev,by their faction-
al noise against Trotsky from 1933 to
1935 had turned their followers against
him, and particularly on the question
of the Permanent Revolution, The de-
ceived followers of Zinoviev and Kom-
enev had taken the anti-Trotsky dema^
gogy serious ly, and when a bloc with
Trotsky was broached, the rank-and-
file followers of Zinoviev and Eamenev
were in an uproar of indignation. Npnp
years later Trotsky gave a vivid des-
cription of the predicament of his new

- ^clique allies:

"Zinoviev 1 s position at that time
was truly tragic. Only yesterday
a recognized leader of anti-Trotsky-
ism, he On the next day bowed to

the banner of the 1923 Opposition.
At the sessions o*f the C.C., all

* the speakers took every occasion to

fling in hie face his own declara-
tions of yesterday to which he
could say nothing in reply* n fhe



\A

thing was done day in and day

out by Pravda. On the other hand,

the advanced Fetrograd workers .fol-

lowers of Zinoviev, who had engaged

honestly and seriously in the strug-

gle against "Trotskyism 1 could by

no means reconcile themselves to

the sudden turn of 180 degrees,

Zinoviev was confronted With the

danger *af losing the best element*

of Ms own faction," ("Archives 0*^~

the Revolution," The New Interna^

tional, February 1938* p. 5?)

Eineviev and Xanienev were thus

caught in a trap of their own making*

Their contradiction was that of hun-
dreds and thousands of the careerists
who entered the service of Stalin only

to he double-crossed and wiped out at

the appropriate moment in tho contra!-*

ination process* This eminent pair of

plotters tried to wheedle their way

out of tho mess. They got together

with frotsky in a scheme to set mat-
tiers aright * A. little maneuver had tc

he resorted to — little for hardened
'factional horse-traders, hut of vast

importance for the do 9tiny of the work>-

**£, SinovLev and Eamenev "merely*

proposed 'that Trotsky publicly repudfc*

ate his theory of the Permanent Revo-

lution* Jrotsky agreed to conclude an
alliance with these crooks. The re-

pudiation concretely too& the form of

Trotsky* s declaring that Lenin — who

had actually been wrong — had been

right! Trotsky made this lying state-

ment publicly to the whole TTCominte^n*,1

This repudiation of the Permanent Be-

volution was incorporated by Trot sky-

Sinoviev-Eamenev in their Platfora of

the Qpflosition of 1927, the ^theore-
11(^1" cover for their factional horse-

deal, and reads as follows:

flTrotsky has stated to the Inter-

national that in all those ques-

tions of principle upon which he

disputed with Lenin, Lenin was

right — and particularly upon tbo

question of the permanent revolu-

tion and tho peasantry, 11 (Platform

of the Opposition , printed in Eng-
lish under the* title, "The Heal Sit*

nation in BuBala*" p, 180, Our
emphas is)

Was this maneuver anything more than a

crtoked factional deal^an unqualified-

ly, unprincipled act? Listen to Trot-

sky's own description of the real

a#urce of his repudiation of the Per-

manent Revolution*

"With my acknowledgement of Len-

in^ correctness* Einoviev sought,

if only partially, to throw a veil

over the previous criminal r ideo\o-

gic&l 1 work of his own far t:\on

a^tinst me," (The New International,

February 19&B* £* 5?) - ,- -

A deal to sati£f,p the needs of a crim-

inal p degehlTrated bureaucrat — here

wa have another sample of Trotsky's

^public activity" — this time after

his base attack upon Eastman*

In so far as Trotsky f s \ine oo

the Chinese Revolution was concerned*

it was based on a repudiation of the

Permanent Hevolution*. It groxr, as we

have said, out of his renegade blo_c

wit* Zinoviev and Ikimenev — 3iid out

of tho whole logic of his policy of

peacemaking and conciliation with Stal-

in In the division of the bureaucratic

power in the Soviet Union* At a later

time »hen Sineviev and Kamenev in turn

double-crossed Trotsky, the latter

placed the guilt for the whole oppor-

tunist mess on Sineviev. Heferring to

the Platform p£ tlje Opposition signed

by Iro tsky-S inoviev-Eamencv, Trotsky

wrote:

"In the Platform, the question of

the ChJ.no se revolution is dealt

with very insufficiently, incom-

pletely, and in part positively

falsely by Zinoviev,* (
flThe Third

International After Lenin, L* -Trot-
'

shy, p, 138)

Obviously, in "diplomatically" trying

to place the onus for the opportunist

line on" the Chinese devolution upon

the shoulders of Zinoviov, Trotsky

tried to conceal his own responsibili-

ty for this piece of deliberate crim-

inality whose essence was the selling

of the principle of the Permanent Revo-

lution down the river for the sake of

a soIf-protective clique alliance with

a pair of utterly corrupted swindlers

and renegades. Such was the kind of
* diploma

t

p Trotsky had cccotac in the



a of Stalinism — a far cry from
rrotsky the Bolshevik diplomat of 191a

Naturally, such a line of * public
ity11 on the part of Trotsky, Zin-

Lev and Eanenev could never succeed
the effort to hang on somehow to

Lr high positions In the bureaucracy.
Stalin, faced by a sham opposition,
ipidly advanced to supreme power*
ldamentally, he was aided in his

rise to bureaucratic suprecoacy by the-

opposition* 11 The latter gave go^liti-
- -I support, to Stalin's line, conceal-*

ed the real essence of the usurpat ion

of power that wis occurring in the top
leadership and opened the path for the

lete crushing of the Soviet toil-
ers under the bloody heel of Stalinism*

and the delivery of the masses through-
out the rorld, through the Stalinist
countcr«revolution, to the assaults of

the bourgeoisie.

Trotsky in his alibi tried to con-
¥ay the impression that he attacked
Eastman because the latter foolishly
Jumped the gun, so to speak, i.e., he
did not T7ait for the full development
of the Trotslsyist (alleged) fight
against Stalinism, The essence of the

fakery of this alibi is that Trotsky
did not fight Stalinism, that his lino
was peacemg.kirijL: and c one i 1 ia 1 1on :rith

the bureaucratic degeneration through
supporting its roactioiaary policies.
It ^as Stalin trho did the fighting —
to wipe out the other big figures and
centralize all poorer in his own iiands.

Ho was entirely successful because the
"opposition*1 was a frauds a political
broach of the Stalinist system itself,
a prop %o the basic bureaucratic de-
generation masking itself under "op-
position 11 colors. Out of this loyal
"opposition8 line grow ^rotsJor's

treacherous 1935 attack on Eastern!,

SenA. Jot _& . £°.

. «_ .. -m
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The poll t* Cell :.•',:% 'J ihcJ I-rT;s>y^sinoviev 3lcc

iTcislry arid fts'lV^'a Liar* 4n ^hlna

The Political Morals of the Trotslsyite Leaders
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N 1925 Wax Eastman -wrote a book.

Since Lenin Died., which many

years later Tfoe Militant recommended

to its readers for an Tenderstandlng of

©vents in Russia and in the Comintern.

The Militant , in 1930 j referred to the

book as the first to tell the inside

story of vchat was happening in the

Russian CoEonuniet Party*

Tjie Militant 1 a advert!sement Of

Eastman's hook reads:

"Since Lenin Dlsd by Max Eastman
nThe book that first told the

inside story of the struggle

between the Opposition and the

bttaoro&r&cy in the ioraEunist

Party in Russia* The details of

how the conspiracy was hatched

against Leon Trotsky by Stalin,

Zinoviev, Bucharin and others,

was recounted T^alnaUY in this

excellent volume- It is invalu-

able for an under standing of

present day events in Russian
and world Coanjunist movement* n

(The Militant , May 3, 1930. %
emphasis - D-3*)
The question this advertisement

raises in the mind of the discerning
political reader is: How did it hap-
pen that not Trotsky but Eastman was
the first to come out with an account
of a conspiracy hatched against Trot-
skx?

Upon reading Eastman 1
s work the

matter becomes even more baffling, be-
cause one learns that had he followed
Trotsky's advice he would never have
co:re out with what the Trotskyites
call this firat revelation Of certain
secret machinations in the Russian
Communist Party. Bastman in his book
uncovers the fact that Lenin left a
letter or "Will* calling for the re-
moval of Stalin as General Secretary*

But Trotsky, for some peculiar resson,

did not want this "Will" to oe publi-
cised and, according to Eastman, in-

strueted him to keep it secret I East-

man relates his conversation with
Trotsky 3

u0ut first conversation was in

regard my biographical portrait

Of his youth. It occurred,however,
in the midst of the clamour about
'The New Course/ and I asked him
one or two quae tione about that*
All that I learned from him I have
attributed to him in the text.
Subsequently I met him for a moment
accidentally i I told him then that
I knew about rThe Testament of Len-
in, ' and Jig. told me i£ regard ^aat-
ever i_ knew as an ' absolute secret.

1

That has been an additional reason
for my delay in writing this ar-
ticle «

n (Max Eastman, Since Lenin
Died

T footnote on p- 26.

phasie - D.5.)
*&

Only after some deliberation did
Eastman finally decide to disregard
Trotsky's strange instructions and to
tell what he knew of the situation in
the Hussian Party, It ahould be noted
that, to Eastman, Trotsky did not deny
the existence of "The Testament Of
Lenin"; in actuality he corroborated
Eastman's knowledge by asking for sec-
recy on the latter* e part.

When Eastman, rejecting Trotsky's
directive, published his knowledge of
Lenin's Testament, Trotsky vehemently
denied tjis existence of such a. Testa*-
msnt aM brar.de d Ea^t^ap ^ liar l

"Comrade Lenin has not left apq
will*.!.-.. All talk with regard to
a concealed or mutilated 'will* is
nothing but a despicable lie. ...,.
(L, Trotsky, Innr9corr

T
Sep.3, 1925.

p* 10C5-)
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As we have shown, the Trotskyltes
1930 recommended Eastman's took,

Balling it an excellent volume .

ttinva-
1 -ii'rle for an understanding of present
day events in Russian and world Com-
runist movement »" But in 1925 Trotsky
slandered the book, culling it a
botched work, " and declared to the

". atariat that Eastman was serving
: interests of counter-revolution:

"There is no sincere worker who
will believe in the picture painted
"by Eastiran. It contains within
itself its ovm refutation* Whatever
Eastman's intentions may he, this
piece of "notched work ie none the
less objectively a tool of counter-
revolution, and can solely serve
the ends Of the incarnate enemies
of comnunism and of the revolution-"
(Ibid,, p» 1006,)

Though Eastman* a book revealed
much of the corruption In the buroc-
ratized B,C,P, it was not a complete
"inside story" of what was happening
batman Stalin and Trotsky* Eastman
did not, for instance, explain why
Trotsky asked him to keep secret a do-
cument which, if put into effect, would
have struck a severe blow at Stalin
and his corrupt system*

It is noteworthy that while the
editors of The Militant on more than
Cue occasion presented Eastman* s book
to the workers as one worthy of care-

study, they diplomatically refrain-
ri from making any reference to these
rivate instructions of Trotsky to

-an to keep Lenin 1 s Testament an
solute secret*"

Stalin suppressed everything that
Ld tend to disclose to the masses
fact that Lenin's policy was to
m him and demolish him political-
froto ky' s conf ident ial instrue-
to Eastman as well as his attack

Sastman for revealing much truth
= burocratic intrigues in the
re not isolated instances of
s collaboration with the Stal-
ls in suppressing Lenin's anti-

's document in ^iich the
the removal of Stalin was set

I

m? ?a: ey-j

in plain terms was written at t^-* stA

Of 1933 and early in 1923, According
to Trotsky, it was read in secret be-
fore the leaders of the Party on May
£2, 1924 {f&e Bunnressed Testament of
Lenin , p. 11) t over a year before he
came Out in condensation of Eastman*
Facts show that this was not the only
anti-Stalin document that Lenin wrote.
At the end of 1933 Lenin, on his sick
bed, wrote a letter in which he con-
demned Stalin for Great Bussian
nationalism* This document, together
with other letters and notes, was
called a ''bomb" against Stalin, and
was intended by Lenin for the Twelfth
Congress of the Party, hold in the
Spring of 1923* All this was known to
Trotsky at that time (My Life

? p*482).
Trcftslsy not only knew of Lenin's are
but he actually received the papers
that comprised the "bomb!" Trotsky
rebates that Glasser,Lenin's secretary!
handed over to him these documents*
Glaeser told Trotsky

—

WTAnd he [Lenin] instructed me to

hand over to you all the manu-
scripts that were to make part of
his bomb for the twelfth congressi 1 "

fez kifa
r P. 484

J

The question is. Why did Trotsky
keepsilent about Lenin's policy to-
ward Stalin? At the height of power,
Trotsky at that time was the most
popular figure in the Soviet Union and
in the Comintern, next to Lenin,
whereas Stalin's existence was not
even isnorcn to the wide masses. A cor-
rect answer to the question why Trot-
sky maintained silence about the
Lenin-Stalin antagonism will give an
idea why it was not Trotsky, a vital
and central figure, but Eastman, a
political dilettante and journalist, a
more or lese accidental factor in the
situation, tfio *as the first to come
out with some revelations about the
burocratic corruption of the leader-
ship of the Russian Communist Farty,

It is sufficient to investigate
the political atmosphere of the
Twelfth Congress and Trotsky's line at
that gathering, wMch Lenin had de-
signated as the arena for exploding
hie "bomb,* to establish iriiether Trot-
sky stood with Lenin or with Stalin at
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,.., ..... -, :: --ic^ of the Stalinist

^generation of the Party. *h* Con-

,,, ?5 is known, ^ not attended

to Lenin due to Ms physical collapse,

iha pas-* of Fravda and other Soviet

paw* v?ere ablase with reports about

tlw anprecs dented unity, amons the

Loaders -~ Stalin, Trotsky and others.

Trctsky "forgot" about the "bomo n in

Ids wortfolio, and in his speech at

the Twelfth Congress did not even hint

at Lenin' 5 line gainst Stalin. The

Stalinist Trio- Zinoviev, Zaasnev

and Stalin— lad the Congress politic-

ally and all their resolutions *ere

adopted unanimously- Effervescing

idth enthusiasm and joy, Stalin

declared!

"1 most say, that it is a Ipng

time since I have seen such a Con-

grass, unified, inspired by one

idea.-- I regret that Com, Lenin

is not Here* If he wre here I

think he would Have said; *or 6t>

years I nursed the party and final-

ly nursed it to maturity. 1 '1 U*
Stalin, Pravda . April 20, 19-3-

)

Trotsky, rfio n&e a member of the

rr 3 sidium Of the Twelfth Congress —
the first Stalinist Congress — gave

full support to Stalin1 s political and

organizational line of hurocratism and

corruption. Ho did it quite conscious-

ly, knowing all the time that the Len-

inist line vas to open a fight against

Stalin and his clique. Such isas the

treasury of all the burocratic lead-

ers acting behind the hack of Lenin

vho *.*.. was systematically preparing

to deliver at the twelfth congress a

crushing blow at Stalin*. 11

Ofe h±£j* t

p. 4B0) f At the Twelfth Congress

Trotsky cemented his political ties

with the Stalin clique t

Thus, Trotsky suppressed Lenin's

"bomb" and later participated with

Stalin in suppressing all other anti-

Sfcalin documents of Lenin, including

the Testament. his public denial of

Lenin's Testament in 1925 had already

been foreshadowed as early as April

1923. He had aligned himself with the

Stalin clique and there he was to

remain, unequivocally, until ousted by

Stalin who maneuvered to seise all

power for himself- Like others who

-:.->.! r:::

rare to share such a fate {Zinoviev,

Kaasmev, Bukharin, etcJ Trotsky as-

sumed the guise of an "oppositionist.

The vary fact that Trotsky and his

Cannons and Shachtmans were compelled

to make use of a book i£ich only

yesterday the leader of this "Left Op-

positlon 1 ' had slandered as a book

filled with lies, serving the le-

asts of counter-revolution, is cr. $x-

cellent indication of the spuri

nature of this "opposition, 11 On

Trotsky, Eastman had no tiss ^^h
Stalinist clique and hence could tell

-what he knew- His only hesitation was

due to Trotsky's request to keep sec-

ret riaat he knew. Trotsky islthhe 1 i

the truth, and denied the truth ^fcen

it was published. To the workers he

made grandiose speeches about the re-

volutionary character of the leader-

ship of the Party, I.e., the Stalinist

gang:-

".., it suffices to aak: 'If we

assume that the malicious charact-

erisation of our leading Party com-

rades given by Eastman is only

partly correct, now is it possible

that this Party should have emerged

from long years of illegal struggle,

how could it stand at the head of

masses of millions carried through

the greatest revolution of the

world, and further the formation of

revolutionary parties in other

countries? txl (L, Trotsky* inter-

national Press CoTrsBnonaenaa , Sept.

3, 1925, p, 1004.)

Many years later, outside the So-

viet ijnion, Trotsky played the role of

all loyal oppositions * Ho accused

Stalin of withholding from the Party

knowledge Of Lenin's letter on the

::.;;•! cnal Efcuesiion, bat eoncaaled the

fact that as a member of the Presidium

of the 12th Congress he participated

in this suoTjression, He accused Stal-

in of suppressing Lenin's Testacenti

but concealed his ovzi participation in

this suppression, Sixteen years after

Lsnin died Trotsky wrote an article

hinting at the poisoning of Lenin by

Stalin. But this stosy which ho pub-

lished in 1940 was knovzi to him in

1923 and 1924, yet for sixteen years
he remained silent, protecting Stalin.

In 1924 mken Trotsky's power
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iKplty ttere atij.1 ©norimus, .
such

l^siires vronld -aava been a do~g-

.. -,3 clast Stalin off his pinnacle*
'.. hie article icade hardly a rip-

Bros a certain amount of invest!-

^f Trotsky 1 s role in the 5tal-

; degeneration of the Soviet Union,

,/ides an adequate answer to the

m "Why Eastman and not Trotsky? **

lastman did not publish the fall

iie Btoiy of events in Russia, per-

s because he did not know them*

tsky knew. But publication of the

sas not in Trotsky 1 s interest *

Stalin, Zinoviev, Karcenev> Eaiek,

In and other degenerated leaders

had told too many lies, was guilty

too many suppressions and distor-

, of participation in fostering

OF FALSljIGAIlOi:

the cancer of hurocratisr. :.: dh has
brought the Soviet Union to tic bs

of aanlhilatiaru Although Cannon and

Sn&chtman in 1930 gave the impresfion

tha^; vhey wre anxious to have the

"inside story 1 ' told, this isas r indeed,

furthest from their desire - and re-

mains so* Exposure of Trotsky* s role

tceans automatic expognjrc of Cannon and

Shachtsan, aloeit in addition they

have a long opportunist record of

their own to worry about* It is in

their interest to continue to spread

the illusion that Trotsky carried out

Lenin 1 s line and fought Stalin. Thie

illusion amongst the workers is the

political life-blood of Cannon-Shacht-

mart ^ Co*

D. Siraras

: lOOS

HOW COLLECTED 1KB BOUND IS ONE VOLUME

Some articles irtiich have appeared in this section in

TEE gljLLBTlN *-

TROTSKT AND SEAGHTHJiN T3RSUS HISTOKY

TEOTSE^S "AWIOE?1 TO THS Kl'SSIAH ffORKEKS

EISTC&Y XfBlXSffl "0 OPJDSH .
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TBGT-SEF ±2CJ RA3£K r 5 LIHjS CEI GEXHA

TEE MOTIVES OF ZDTCTIE7 MB KtiSSsy
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FAI S1F1 CATION -r^r
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T
H3 internal faction fights 1» ttj

toerioan Trotsky raoveaent have

hreugit to ligM considerable laWr-

asttS material bearing on the poli-

tical character of the leaders of tt»

"veral faction,. One such document

l3 a series of articles by J. P. Can-

non? «E» Struggle for a Proletarian

Party," in -hich Cannon defends U»-

self* - against the attacks of WB

ShachS group in the 1940 ^iod.

Anonest the outstanding charges

of tht stachtmanitss against Cannon

.as that his organisational «***$£
tha Socialist lTorkera Party we.e

priced by Stalinist burocratiso. In

defending hirself against this charge.

Cannon with great approval *****
declaration hy Shacht^n aria to 1936

„-3en the latter was still to elos-
.
ai

llance with Cannon. Shachtr-an a that

tin*, during an internal *«**?»

al straggly triod to prove that tnere

£. nrfleW of Stalinism in tbe or-

sanitation led hy Cannon. 5!o do this

Ibacht^n shifted the •*«•**«£
the concrete organisational »*««££
in the African Trotsky group to •<»»

very general factors of « 1 » » •

reUtiSships. The passage trtn.cn Can-

LAn ,W .noted so approving

^

T^rZrIfl^tratfon S.achtman

irSed that the tendency wmcn I«nin

Statin Stalto - -t parely his

Sn^fretctionafy^emction *
certain class relations in Soviet
car tain £""*=,_ stat«ent in the
Huseia. From »em» s SMi

m-nie-
T-stasent that the role «f the P«ie

ti'tot is hased on the collaboration

of So classes (workers and peasants ),

sLchtnan so*eh,w drew the cenolnsio,

Xt *"Eiis creates the whole environ-

»nt for the growth
?

f * f'ist

MPaueraey." Such a class oasis for
Bureaucracy, argued Shacct-
Ct.TiTllBt DK^pC^aTJlla-^ , * tt1

-
b*^

^1 dilnot exist in tha African

rottll W«B»t, «4 soreorer in
ir o^st3r ww*

vast material
light of the fact that v* sli *~

,

ji-j^m v^s^as also

Ck*"^ waslnfaftile to spaak of

froffl S^ch^an ^hic
t

Cann^ .notes is

SS.
1^ SUS. introduct.ry

reusarks:~

"In an article entitled, 'The

Question of "Qrgani nation ^hods,

ri«isd by Shachtman under Hia date^ i ?n 1335 and published in
of July 30, 193=, ana ^ B^letin>
the workers ^ty Internai

Ho. 1, he answers tne ai g"»-«=

about 'Stalinism 1 as follows!

« 'But then (U is now argued by

.nma) didn't Ian1 "1 tonnch a strug-

glfagai^t* Stalin purely hecancs

ft tht latter t, organisa ion al

methods, his '^'^,^0^0,
tv, and propose on ™te s"~

v . I

rUov* hi* from his post? ft tti»j

reference is added the broad inai-

*,„„ that we here constitute a

SSS o—ac. -* •«£
.ethods, wh<»«*££-£ SoS-
fought Stalir-e

otSM amlogy does A** even li*p

on It ^ of the most supenicial

natnri and *etrar. %/^^a^
^derstand the problem of the S

(1) It is not trUS 1
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posed Stalin solely on organ! za-
'-al grounds. The famous testa-

-
;
-."

: 2 prefaced by the significant
: .

: -- ;v: l;;. vh.i: the rule of tbs
proletariat is sascd -^r- r. a colla-
boration of two claBsee , ~Ii-:^

?_"ej,tes the whole environment for
.-:: growtn of a Soviet Suroaucracy.
this bureaucracy, in the period of

degeneration, in the midst of a
ks tantly eelf-repr oducing cap i-

talism, represents the pressure of
alien classes* Because of this
f^ct, the 'bureaucracy tends more
and more to beaT down upon the pro-
letarian kernel of the country; it
shows an increasing contempt for it
and a growing inclination to lean
upon enemy classes . Stalin was the

personification of this bureaucrat-
ic tendency* If the testament is

read in connection with the noted
articles and letters lenin wrote
shortly before Ms death, the poli-
tical and class connection will "be**

come app&rent. If nothing is

learned from the testament except
that "Stalin is rude - remove Mml"
- then, indeed, nothing has been
learned* (3) Ihe bureaucracy in

the Soviet Onion is a social pheno-
menon- It has deep roots in Rus-
sia's past and present historical
development* It has close class
connections- It has tremendous
material and intellectual power at
Its disposal - power to corrupt, to

degenerate, to undermine the prole«
tarian base of the Union* To speak
of our pitiful little '^bu^eauc^acy ,1

in the Workers 1 party - or any sec-
tion of It - in the same breafe with
the Stalinist bureaucracy, can be
excused only on the grounds of po~
litical infantilism. r " (J* P* Can-
non, Internal Bulletin, S.^.F* Ap-
ril 1940 > p. 19. l^y enphasis J.C.E.)

Gannon recommends careful study
this argument of Shachtsan's,-

"That quotation deserves study
by tne comrades i :ari^ who
want to probe to the bottoa of this
light-minded talk about iS-^alinism'

in connection with the regime in
our party. The wbcle parag"apfe de-
serves study line by line and word
by word, (Ibid*)

Shachtman'a effort in 1935 to
shift the argument from the factor of
specific organisational situation to

some general* factor of class relations
is a very typical performance- This
maneuver is worthy of some study, for

the real nature of Stalinist burocrat-
ism, its origin, growth* purpose and

Outcome are involved, as well as the
political methods of Shachtman and
Cannon*

Shachtnian tried to give the im-

pression that in the Testament Lenin
did not attack Stalin for purely or^

ganizaticnal reasons- Shachtman maizes

it appear that in the Te stamen t Lenin
based his approach to Stalin on the
grounds of some general class
relations, that I^nin considered the

growth of burocratism, as personified
by Stalin, to bs fostered by these ge-
neral class relations. It is with
this purpose that Shachtman states s-

*!Eae famous testament Is prefaced by
the significant observation that the

rule of the proletariat is based upon
a collaboration of two classes. This
creates the whole environment for the

growtli cf a Soviet Bureaucracy*" This

was Shachtman*s fundamental premise In

shifting the problem from the specific
organisation question to general class
relations.

5hachtman r s linking — with Can*
non's approval — of the growth of the

burecracy which Stalin personifi ed
with the rule cf the proletariat rest-

ing on the collaboration cf two class-
es (workers and peasants) sounds very
B tfarxls t, " especially to those who do

not know Lenin* s actual position. An
investigation of what Lenin actually
said in the Testament will reveal that

Lenin l s position was the exact oppo-
site cf the picture Shachtman painted
and Cannon quoted later to support
himself.

tenin observed the growth of
Stalinism at its initial stages and
tried to prepare a struggle against it.

By 1923. when the Testament was com-
pleted! Stalinist burocratism was
already highly developed, As a result
of the burocratic machinations afoot
behind the scenes, a split was threat-

ening in the Central Cocanittce and in
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the Party, so I -it ssemed t o

Lenin. Bid lafiin link tins situ-

ation Yfith the factor of the celiacor-

ation of the t*o classes? Jn affirma-

tive answer is *?hat Tronld follow from

the Shachtman-Cannon argument. Ene

concrete, specific statement of Len-

in's Testament, on the other hand,

constitutes unequivocally an answer in

the negative. I^ai* unceremoniously

pushed as ide what Shachtman-Ca n n on

pretended were the primary factors in

LPni?'s estimation. Here are I^mn b

words quoted from the Testament as

published many years ago by the Trot-

skyites themselves:

"Our pRTfc;- rests upon two class-

es, and for that reason its insta-

bility is possible, and if taerc

cannot exist an agreement hetween

such classes its fall is inevitable.

In such an event it would be use-

less to take any measures or m ge-

neral to discuss the stability ot

our Central Committee- In s^* ^n

event no insures *ould prove

capable of preventing a split. BUT

tTHUST' -PHAT IS TOO HK-iOT^ A FUTURE

,

ah* too iusa3^uir $& sveht, to

^ALK i30UT* tl C^£ Suppressed ^^=-

tamattt tf Lpain.rioneer Publishers,

1935, p- 5*- |!y capitals-JX.K, )

Clearly, the split due to burocraUsm

which Lenin thou^it threatened xa **»

Central Committee and the Party had

nothing to do with 'the collaboration

of the two classes. a split on tne

oasis of class disagreement, Lenin,

held, was "too remote a future, and too

improbable an event, to talk: about,

Since, contrary to the pretenses

<** Sfeachtwan-Caanon, i* WE*e
*»J

* ^?T
tor of cia^ factors, what, then, did

Lenin have in mind when he dealt in

the &utp*mt Wk— ^ ^J^:
tioi: In the Central Comnittee and tne

Party? She next paragraph of the

•Testament answers this ln-fliisA*t»l*sW

wcrde, Lenitl ^d in nlad con3ld
f;

at ions "of a surely personal gi^^?^
* B :TiTf ihm(s4h *** ££££

future j-

"I have in mind stability as a

guarantee against a split IE tfc§.

near future, and I intend to

e^iinl tier© a series of consider.-

tioss of a purely personal ohar-

StirT" (Ibid., My empoaeis-J.C.H. )acter

.

In the next paragraph I^nia

stated that the fundamental factor was

the relations between t*o specific per-

sons, and proposed as a remedy a purely

organizational alteration ;-

nj think that the fanj^a^.Va

factor in the matter of sJabiUt^; r

from this point of viot? - is suet

members of the Central Committee as

Stalin and Trotsky. Th* relation

between them constitutes, in -7

opinion, a big half of the danger

of that s^lit, r,'hich eaigat be

avoided, and the avcidanoe cf which

might be promoted in my opinion By

raising the number of members o*

the Central Com ittee to fifty or

one hundred-" (Ibid. Ky empaa&ia

- J. 0* H.)

The character of the re^dy proposed

by Lenin. is in itself, even disregard-

in his direct denial &f a class casis

for the spilt he *belAey£i'.*mpena:tn£ a

proof that Lenin did not have in mind

some general class factors, ou. was

motivated exclusively by certain spe-

cific organizational factors. Jotiee

Lenin's proposed rersedy - to raise tfce

number of members of the Central Com-

mittee to fifty or one hundred. This

TO s tied up *ith the relations cf ttro

Central Committee ambers, Stalin ana

tro\sky ,fllta personal relations, lenia

explicitly indicated. If
m

.w
siWtion in fee antral Committee

flere-
' based »n class factors, sue- a

vemedytfould have been fantastic _and

infantile, since numbers make no dif-

f^r er.ee where fundamental political

Hnes are involved, fltfiQlwlJ. WM
had ta rand to ^ilujte the Tjc^er of the

member, rf the" ftS^ffV^tttet, or

- |t least Of certain ambers,

ma neat sentence of thr Test

M t revels, .ore in detail P^sl*
what fas in LeninH minu, ^ta^ SM.

ws^ls

"Comrade Stalin, havini

federal SedTvtt&x, has- epncentratej

a r: enormous power in his hands; ant

I am net sure that he al^K^E
How to use that po^er wj.tn suxnci-

ent caution* 11 (ibidO
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1- relation to the actual situation,
3 words, of course, were very mild,

they show what Xenin viewed as the
i of the situatic ..

The following portions of the

anent continue with personal eva-

tions of various members of the

feral Coradttoe. Trotsky, Zinoviev,

rsev, Bukharin and Piatakov are

had in the balance*

The postscript of the Testament
cies Stalin for rudeness, impatience,

: of loyalty, i^olitsness, incon-

^eness and capricious n es s-

Lu, Xenin proposed a purely or^an-

;: = :; enal change, the removal of Stal-
from the post of General Secretary

a* a oceans of preventing the spAitl^e-
- thought was In the offing.

It is clear that Lsnin purposely
iated that a split based on disturbed

relations was too remote even to

about so as not to leave any

that he had in mind precisely
.1 and . organizational matters,

general nlacs relations. It is a
rkable fact that in the Testament,
.i ^as intended as a bio™ against
mist buroeratism, the entire sub~

ratter consists of a discussion
iivi duals . The reason is that

is how the problem of the growth
_inist burocratis^ appeared to

.? Testament shows unmistakably
: the essence" of the question of

sai was the question of power »

pewer which had become concen-
ter in the hands of the Eurocrats,

Lam arose as, and consisted of,

Lnal usurpation of po^er by cer-

corrupted individuals in the

;ral Committee of the Russian Cony-

Farty. These individuals rep-

i themselves , i.e., their own

::ratic, careerist interests. A
si of years before, as revolution-

tey had helped to establish a

State. But they degenerated,

from revolutionaries they were

rmed into careerists devoted
-: revolution and socialism but

to their personal power, privi~
^sition, and prestige . !these

es did not act as the agents #f
:ue proletariat rs* the peasant-

ry. !Ehe careerists feared the workers

and peasants who were foes of bur ^li-

ratism. 3?hey feared Lenin w!i~ was

preparing a battle against the whole

conniving clique • And they

fsared the bourgeoisie who were ct~

ing to destroy the Soviet repub

which was the nsaterial basis cf the

eurocrats' careerism. !Eie usurp e^q
in need of a political machine, de"-i-

berately built their burocracy thrc

the method of bribery, job distribu-

tion and wire-pulling, to :

their power and position against the

toilers • Dreading the advance and
spread of the proletarian revolutic- -

fae speak of the period of 13^1923)-
which they knew to be a

bur ocratism, they deliberately intro-

duced reactionary policies for the ex-

press purpose of strengthening their

own usurped power against the toilers.

In 1933 they purposely betrayed the

German revolution to safeguard their

usurped power. Such treacherous poli~

cies, historically* operated in tiie

interests of the bourgeoisie, but this

Was an indirect result, for the

cur sexists 1 prjEary concern was tb.yir

iwn peer, not tho needs of this cr

that class.

It was no accident that Lenin ex-

pressly declared against vague prattle

about general class relations in dis-

cussing the rising Stalinist dan^r.
The crux of the problem was the euroc-

ratic degeneration of certain indivi-

duals in the Central Committee. Stal-
in had shown his hand far i^ore than

anyone else* and was therefore singled

Out as the most rKsediatE Tjenace.

Class relations are, of course, of

basic impor-ance for an understanding

6f historical, economic and political
developments* Events •ccur in the

context of class relations. Thus! the

Stalinist usurpers, while representing

their own, individual, careerist in-

terests, functioned his tori cclly in

the interests of the imperialists. It

is only in this way that the factor rf

general class relations enters into

the problem of the rise of Stalinism*
But to talk, like Shac&tman-Canaon, in

general terms about class relations in

connection with the origin and rise of

Stalinism is to conceal the specific

individual corruption and degeneration
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of the various Balshevik leaders which

was the real criein of Stalinism.

Shachtran in 1935, f° r ^ s «*
careerist interests, wanted to conceal

the concrete hurccratistt of the speci-

fic individual s of the Cannon machine,

of Trhich Shacktma*" *?as at that time a

part* H£nce in giving an "historical

axasaple, 11 the case of Stalin, SJacht-

mati dntrrduced his general talk a*out

clae* relations and pushed out of vis-r

the factor of personal
p
and organiz-

ational degeneration, t0iis is a Pall_

tieal trick coramon to eurocrat a who

are striving to hide their burocratisra

— to talk it out of existence w*i©i

vagae chatter a"oout " class relations.

This distracts the attention of the

^crksrs from the actual problem, the

specific eurocratism of the opportun-

ist organisations, and shunts them off

to » theoretical" discuss ions. Mean-

while the swindlers at the^top con-

tinue thoir "burocr&tic practices*

Allien Shachttmn in 1940 raised the

cry against Cannon of Stalinist htfroc-

ratism, he was telling some truth on

t>.is score at least. This was a case

rf »tae Devil quoting Scripture."

Shachtaan, naturally, concealed tne

fact that he himself , tor years the

ally of Cannon, was a prime Guilder of

the hurocratic Gannon machine.

Shachtman's fraudulent argument ^aocut

Le;vin T s Testament and "class relations

is rnlv cne example of the demagogic

trickery used hy Shacht-an to protect

the Dft
nnon outfit *hile he was a part

fi it? Only ShachtirarJs factional,

careerist effort tc create a group c±

his - oim led Mm to start" a rumpus

accut Cannon's Stalinist tendency and

to concoct "political differences"

with Cannon.

Cannon in 1940 had the same pur-

pese as Shachtman in 1935. Anxious to

conceal the specific character oi his

leadership — its hurocratisn, its
careerist — Canr.cn quoted Sbachran s

convenient "theoretical" fabrications

.

This is inevitably the outcome of

the faction fights of Eurocrats _ who

peso as Leninist revolutionaries,

falsification, distortion ana decep-

tion are their eetnads. Salf-esposure

Is the penalty they have to pay-

J, G- Hunter

F R 3 jS Copies
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DhW,kina the pretentions of the Cannon, and Shachtmans and of their

"inspirer/ Trotsky, whose fraudulent efforts to appear infallible

are only one symptom of their essentially Stalinist character.

Ad.iress :

Station
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"HE IEOT SET S C E L Of FALSIFICATION

A SlGiUFICitJT PHRASE 2RQH THOTSET'S EEH

IT 1932, against the sombre baok-
\_ ground of a decade of Stalinist

ravages P Trotsky penned a pamphlet
The Suppressed Testament of Lenin."
The work contains many pieces of valu-
able information. In connection with
our investigation of Trotsky's role in
the Stalinist development we have
often, quoted passages from the pamph-
let. In it there oocurs a phrase
which never arrested our eye, never
held any special iaeaning to us until
after we had read an article by Trot-
sky published in Liberty in August
lr40* Historically this 1940 article
represents one of the most startling
revelations of the crimes of Stalinism*
Coming as it , did eight years after
Irstsky's pamphlet which dealt with
Lenin's Testament, Ms article in
| --rty shed a ghastly light on the
phrase under discussion*

The contents of the article "Did
",in Poison Lenin? 11 point unmistak-

to a positive answer to the ques-
tion raised in the title* In the text
Trotsky $£%*& openly tells the story

-^ 1'11^%»<^ secretly proposed that
:on he sent to Lenin alleging that

Lenin had asked him for it to end Ms
Bering, Trotsky olea^iy tntitQates
• Stalin 'b alXe££fe£omAoout-Leniats

*?^uesf* for poisea w«*e fraudulent*
mA %hat ienials de»-bh inlSE4 came ^ So*
ss^ ihe.jcaiu.lt of a stroke,as the whole
'porld -was led to believe, hut as the

.It of poisoning by the treacherous
conspirator, Stalin* According to Trot**

sxy, Stalin himself took charge of
i-itopsy* Trotsky subtly adds

that the physicians did not search for
- zgtft - a strange statement to make,

•specially in view of Ms remark "They
sderstood that politics stood above
aelicine." Striking, too, are Trot -

££7 f s words about Stalin's flunkey Ya~
l, a pharaicist by profession who
riing to Trotsky possessed a cab-

last of poisons I The attitude of Sia-

oviev and Eamenev, Stalin's partners
in the Triuarvirate they established
during Lenin's illness, was no Iflfl*

remarkable :
n They avo idedall discus-

sion of Lenin's death," Bucharin how-*

ever, according to TCrotsky made
* strange allusions" as follows: " 'Oh,
you don't know loba (Stalin), he
said with his frightened smile. rKoba
is capable of anything." 1

Used by Stalin as a scapegoat for
seventeen years, Trotsky published the
article "Bid Stalin Poison Lenin? 1*

after an attempt on his life by a gang
of Stalinists in his Mixican home in
1940, Tery likely the cup of his
patience with Stalin had overflowed.
This article brought to us with re-
doubled force the understanding of the
depth and blackness of the Stalinist
degeneration and of Trotsky's part in
it. And then, in rereading Trotsky's
pamphlet, "The Suppressed Testament of
Lenin" written eight years earlier,
we were startled by the phrase which
^rior to the appearance of the article
Bid Stalin Poison Lenin?" had only a
figurative meaning to us* Contrasting
Sverdlov with Stalin as two types of
organisers, Trotsky wrote that' signi-
ficant phrase which we are putting in
capital letters for emphasis:

"When at the tenth congress t two
yeara after the death of Sverdlov,
Sinoviev and others, not without a

, hidden thought of the struggle
against me, supported the candidacy
of Stalin for General Secretary —
that is, placed him de_ jur& in the
position which Sverdlov had occupied
de facto - " Lenin spoke in a small
circle against this plan, express*
ing his fear that 'this cook will
prepare only bitter dishes, r That
phrase alone, taken in connection
with the character of Sverdlov,
shows us the difference between the
two types of organizers; thaona
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tireless in smodthing over con*-

flicts, easily the work of the col-

legium, and the other a specialist

iti bitter dishes - MO* EVEN MFM1D
TO SPICS THEM THTE ACTU4L H>ISOH. fl

(The Suppressed Testament of Lenin,

p, 22)

Thus t in 1932 Trotsky wrote that

Stalin was not afraid to pat actual

poison into bitter dishes J Into whose

food Stalin put poison Trotsky did not

even distantly indicate theft* The

connection of this significant phrase

with the article "Did Stalin Poison

Lenin?" is obvious. The phrase was a
olear dig at Stalin and was understood

only ^>y him and those who knew the

actual details of Lenin's death as

later described by Trotsky in his

Lj/berty. article, To the workers Trot-

sky's intent in writing this strange

phrase could not possibly be apparent.

They could hardly take it literallyi

least of all in connection with Lenin's

death* Nowhere in the entire mass of

information of all shades was there

ever the remotest hint implicating

Stalin or anyone else in Lenin 1 s death*

Then, sixteen years after Lenin's

death and eight years after the appear-

ance of that queer phrase » came the

open hint from Trotsky, The principal

witness of the Stalinist degeneration*

Trotsky stood in the very thick of the

situation surrounding Stalin's rise to

power, Ihen Trotsky in 1940 published

the shooting article "Did Stalin

Poison Lenin!* he was virtually the

sole survivor of the limited number of

people who were intimate associates of

both Lenin and the Trio (Stalin-Zino-

viev-Karaenev-}* If there was a man in

1940 who knew better than anyone else,

outside, of course, of Stalin himself t

whether Stalin actually poisoned Lenin,

it was Trotsky* Tfhen Trotsky asked a

question in the title of the article

in Liberty he was fully aware that he

alone in the entire fcpitalist world

could supply the precise answer* Using

cautious words he does supply the

answer,

Trotsky was a powerful figure in

the Soviet Union* Be was extremely

popular with the workers at home and

abroad even after Lenin *s death and

for some years during the steady rise

of Stalin to personal diminution and

tyranny. Had he during his pjyularity

made public the details of the "poison

consultation* as well as the mysteri-

ous circumstances in which Lenin sud-

denly died, the whole world would have

been ablaze with excit«BOftt, The re-

volutionary proletariat of the Soviet

Union would have been aroused. The

arrest of Stalin, Yagoda and others

and the investigation of the true

cause of Lenin's unexpected death

would have been the logical result*

There can be no doubt Trotsky clearly

understood this and for so^e %ysteri-.

ous* reason saved Stalin's neck by

keeping silent* Jhat caused him to

maintain silence for sixteen years and

come Out with the shocking hints and

innuendos only when he had been com-

pletely shorn of all power and of his

former popularity and therefore could

cause no sensation with such revela-

tions has been clear to us through our

examination of his role in the euroc-

ratic degeneration of the Soviet Union.

In connection with Trotsky's

article "Did Stalin Poison Lenin?" one

would think that Cannon and Shachtman,

both setting up the claim of being the

authentic anti-fltalinists in the work,-

ers camp, would have seised upon the

etateiaents of their own chief to use

them as a weapon against Stalin. The

least one could aspect from them would

be some sort of comment on that art-

icle. But, no t the Trotskyite leaders

have maintained an unbroken silence

throughout the two and a half years

since the publication of that article,

In this instance, as in numerous

others, the policy of hushing up is

the only way out for them* Indeed**

without destroying the halo of ideal-

isation with which they invested Trot-

sky's name they cannot very well dis-

pose of the matter by declaring that

Trotsky's article is a pack of lies*

On the other hand, should they ack-

nowledge Trotsky's open hint of assao- ;

sination of Lenin by the Usurper, the

most embarrassing question arisestThey

would have to explain why Trotsky kept

mum for so many years* why he did not

expose Stalin immediately after t

plotter broached the proposition of

ing poison to Lenin, The true answer



i questions can never "be given "by

Trotskyits leaders for to do 8©>
~— i disclose Trotsky's real role in

tte mirocratic intrigues for power
—tinted hy the Politburo during the

-3d of Lenin's illness. The sole
•sswer to these questions is ro£ course

t

I2&t Trotsky was vitally interested in
_lng a scandal during the foroa*-
stage of Stalinization because he

»elf was very deeply involved in
joratic intrigues for power in

Soviet State* His silence about
poison consultation 9

n about Lea-
's •bomb*' which Lenin entrusted to—- to explode against Stalin at the

twelfth Congress of the Party (April
} f Trotsky's suppression of this
a* and his siding with Stalin at

irt ingress, as the proceedings of
Congress clearly show, Trotsky's
iicipation in the suppression of
,'s anti-Stalin documents, indlud-
ihe famous Testament, Trotsky's

itical support to Stalin before and
after the Stalinist destruction

best section of the Hussian
ariat which gathered around the

l

jposition," his support to Stalin
tore and even after the '

. •Ucaearc
1 *r-ai Ml proT*Et»li^a| fcc-

of two decades masked Trith very
but quite harmle.es (to Stalin}
.^ism,^ was due to his collusion

i Stalin at the initial stage of
burocratic conspiracy for entrench-

ment in power*

27

/ ynffi all the major features of

J_ j^ the burocratic degeneration of
the October Revolution, with its dwfc
plots and intrigues for personal power P

With its assassinations and appalling
crimes against the masses are unearth-
ed, the story will read like a fright-
ful nightmare, Among the names Of the
protagonists of this awful drama, next
to the names of Stalin, Yagoda, Zino-
viev, Kaaenev, Bucharin, Eyteov and all
the other renegades and criminal

s

t

will stand the name of Trotsky, The
Cannons and Shachtmans will continue*
of course, their policy of hushing up
the damning facts about Trotsky and
bamboozling their honest followers with
Trotsky's and their own fabrications.
But the work of digging up the true
facts of the gory history of the
debasement of the October Revolution
will go ont Siicttitaneously will go on
the unraasking of the Cannons and
Shachtmans who are just^^n opportunist
by-product of that debasement,

(Kit.
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FSOa time to time, the Irotskyite

magazine, Fourth International*

seprints articles by Trotsky in its

archive section, ^From the Arterial of

Marxism," Some Of these article a of

Trotsky* s are indeed from that arsenal,

for it cannot be denied that at one

time in his life, very long ago,

Trotefey Stood on a, fundamental ly Marx-

ist line. Other articles by Erotsky,

however, are from a totally different

arsenal, coming from the period of the

Stalinist "mirocratic degeneration of

the leaders of the October Eevolution*

It is enlightening to compare

articles isritten on the same topic in

these two opposite periods* Two re-

cent issues Of the Gannonite magazine

reprinted articles by Trotsky dealing

- with the question of the United States

of Earone. One article, tFourth Inter^

aaiional, May 1943, p. 1&6), ie from

the 1915-1917 period in which Trotsky,

growing greater in revolutionary

calibre, was rapidly moving towards

the Leninist trend; the other Obi^j-

July 1943, p. 220), was written in the

aarly Sunnier of 1923, in that latter

phase of Trotsky 1 b political career,

during the rule of the Trio (Zinoviev-

Kamenev-Stalin)

,

The first article* from the period

of Trotsky 1 s saturation as a revolu-

tionary, takes a clear and unmistak-

ably Marxist stand on the position of

the United States of Europe* Sharply

differentiating MBseif from the

oourgeois de*,sagogues who were also

using the phrase, United States of

Europe, but as a cover for imperialist

depredations, Trotsky categorical^
identified the Marxist concept of the

United States of Europe with the

socialist dictatorship of the European

.proletariat. In
Trotsky wrote*

this earlier article

"The victorious European revolu-

tion! however, no matter how its

course in the sundry countries my
be fashioned can, in consequence of

the absence of other revolutionary

clasaee 1
transfer the po^r only to

the proletariat* Thus the United

States of Europe represents the

only conceivable, form of the die-

tatorehip of the European prolet-

ariat, n (Reprinted in Fourth in-

ternational , May 1943, p. 158, *$
~erttpha s is—u * G+H. )

Thie identification of the

United States of Europe with the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat was fully

in line with Lenin's iff itings on that

subject- The idea of a United States

of Europe under capitalism ^s repudi-

ated by Lenin as either a myth or an

imperialist bludgeon:

"From the point of view of the

economic conditions of imperialism,

i.e., capital export and divisior

of the world between the progres-

sive 1 and 'civilised 1 colonial pow-

ers , the United States of Euxopr

under capitalism is either impos-

sible or reactionary, * (Collect*

Works, Vol* XVIII, pp. 269-270,)

Lenin even considered the term, Unit!

States of Europe, to be insufficiently

broad, for he identified ^ concept

in its final meaning with^stateless

society of fully developed Communism

and pointed to the United States of

the World as the scientifically $ore

correct term:

"The United States
(not of Europe alone)

of the World

is a state
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form of national unification and

freedom vfrich irce connect with So-

cialism; we think Of it as becoming
a reality Only when the fall vic-

tory of ComnEinlem will have brought
about the total dl aappearence of

any state, including its democratic

form." (Ibid., p. 271,)

In these terms of the internati-

povser of the proletarian dietot-

irahip was the concept of the United
i^ates of Europe (or of the World)

framed in the Marxist system in its

:Iaasical writings.

With the growth of the burocratic
degeneration Of the leaders of the

first workers 1 State > virtually every

ane of them made it a policy and a
actioe utterly to distort every

:ist concept. The degenerated
leaders began to introduce policies

i&ich diverted the workers from the

Lchievemsnt of a Communist revolution
a proletarian dictatorship*

Since the Leninist concept of the
United States of Europe is organically
united with the dictatorship of the

proletariat, the burocratic renegades

had to confuse the veneers on the

nature of the latter in order to con-

fuse them on the nature of the former*

We shall outline how this deception

was engineered*

Through the course of the Russian
devolution, history had proved conclu-

sively that there is no middle or
transitional ground between a
bourgeois and a proletarian dictator-

ship:

"The main thing the Socialists
fail to understand and what consti-

tutes their theoretical shortsight-
edness! their captivity to bourg-

eois prejudices and their political
treachery to the proletariat, is

that in capitalist society, as soon
as there is any serious intensifi-
cation of the class struggle on

which it is based, there cannot be
any middle course between the dic-
tatorshin of the. bourgeoisie and
the dictatorship, o£ £he prolet-
ariat.

v (V, I. Lenin, £ _ej.ee t.e.fl

Works , Volume VII, p. 229, My
emphasis - J.C.K.)

FALSIFICATION
This fonnulation was meant not only as

an analysis of state forms but also as

a political directive warning against

confusing some 'f&rtt of bourgeois dic-

tatorship with the dictatorship of the

proletariat* In the present epoch,

any state which is not the dictator-

ship of the proletariat is necessarily
the dictatorship Of the bourgeoisie «—

such was ths Leninist principle.
Therefore, a real Workers, or Workers
and Feasants Government can escist 2Biy.
under a proletarian dictatorship. In

the early Soviet vocabulary, the term
Workers or Workers and Peasants Gov-
ernment came to be used as a synonym
for the dictatorship of the prole tari-
atj the Russian Eevolution and its

aftermath in Europe pointed to and
justified such usage.

What were the historical facts
which established this usage? All
governments formed by petty-bourgeois
^labor* 1 or 11 socialist" parties proved
to be capitalist governments, agencies
Of world imperialism. These treacher-
ous "labor" or "socialist*1 governments
Occasionally tried to palm themselves
Off as Workers or Workers and Feasants
Governments, but this was mere demagogy
concealing their capitalist content*
To this day the only genuine. Workers,
or Werkers and Feasants Government
that ever eadeted was the one formed
through the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat created by the Bolshevik
Eevolution of October 1917.

The burocratic renegades from
Bolshevism, in line with their policy
of diverting the toilers from prolet-
arian revolution, began to give the
workers the impression that there
could exist real Workers , or Workers
and Peasants Governments spj. under the
dictatorship of the proletariat* The
degenerated Soviet leaders began to
1s sue aut i ously-worded , equivoc a 1

formulations which spoke of a middle
course between the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie and the dictatorship of
the proletariat, of "stages towards 11

the proletarian dictatorship, of
"transitional phases" which would not
be the proletarian dictatorship hut
nevertheless would be Workers, or Work-
ers and Peasants Governments. IfefcuraUft

the object of the renegades was to en-
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,angl* the ««rters^^^^l
n0n-Eol Snevil: and there! pusM g

"Workers" Q^fST^ °f
proletari-

the toilers oft tne p*

an revolution.

n«i wa1.V8d a high stage

3519 !•"? !f So ratio degener-

f the Stalinist djtou
Sovi6

„

ation of the *°P
J"jj" tsd to combat

State.' Lenin, tfco ***fj^ ^s rapid-

,e Stalinist degenerat on ^a ^
iv siting out oi the picsur ^y
illness. ?ffoulness mounted

part of I933
. f

Lf^u
S

tting him out of

^ 9 severe pitch, putting

all political work.

By 1923 the Stalinist renegades

•« «Ltr >ands practically complete-

£l4fh d» firmly established

JL poisonous notion that Workers or

.

£m and Peasants Governments are

possible on a non-proletarian-dic t at-

orship basis.

Jrotsky's article of the early

Susua&r of 1933 on the United States of

Europe coincides with this period.

The line taken by Trotsky in this

tide reveals into what camp he had

alien. Sharply departing from his

orroer revolutionary position of

dentifying the United States Of

rope with the proletarian dictators-

hip, Trotsky now spoke of the United
tates of Europe as a possibility

without the proletarian dictatorship .

Trotsky now identified the United
tates of Europe with those alleged
"".Yorkers," or "Workers and Peasants"
Governments which all the burocratic
renegades were describing as not the
actual dictatorship of the proletariat
b?tf a "stage towards" that dictator-
ship. His changed position on this
ital question reads as follows:

ar1

"It might be -argued that .*» are
to reality speaking of a European
oocxalis-, Federation as -part of aWorld federation, and that suci a
regime can be brought about only by
the dictatorship of the proletariat.
-e will not stop to answer thisargument, since it ms refuted by
the international analysiTouTw

™r-s1t °
f thQ *»•«£o- a sorkers 1

Government. 1 i<£m

V A L S I F I fl_& *
I n ,'——HjJ

United States of Europe' i s a g
,

.. 4^ every respect covtb^^^^"
an in gveJX ESSESfil 2BVTm>SM£
_j» the slogan 'A Worksr

G0V1

, B the realization 01 a 'Worki

with the slogan 'A Workers'
f

Workers' and Peasants' ) Governm^!1
.

t k the realization of a 'Wnrw"'.

Government' possible wrtnciat ^
dictatorship of the proletariat

Onjx a conditional reply can t9

given to this question. In
a.nv

case, we regard the 'Worker
B ,

Government ' as a stage toward^
the

.

dictatorship of the proletariat^
(Reprinted in Fourth International
July 194a, p. 222. % emphasis Zl

J.C.H.)

.Note how carefully equivecaj

Trotsky was on the question whether
a

Workers Government is possible witho^

the dictatorship of the proletariat

"Only a conditional reply can be given

to -this question," wrote the IS23

Trotsky. History had long given a

categorical NO' to this question, as

Trotsky well knew; but now he had a

reason — the same reason Zinoviev,

Stalin, Kamenev, Bukharin and the am
er renegades had who also gave a "con-

ditional" reply to this question - for

avoiding a direct Leninist answer, !Uhfl

"Workers Government" was now palmed

off as "in any case" a "stage towards"

the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Since there Is no middle ground bet-

ween a bourgeois dictatorship and a

proletarian dictatorship, it is clear

that a "stage towards" the latter is

in reality a bourgeois dictatorship.

Thus Trotsky advanced the slogan of a

United States of Europe as identical

with the alleged "Workers" Government

which was said to be possible without

the dictatorship of the proletariat*

In brief, Trotsky now posed the United

States of Europe under the regime of

capitalism, a position repudiated**
Lenin at all times, and by Trots!?

when he too was a revolutionary.

T H 1M1MT SCHOOL

ship cf the Proletariat, identified by
Trotsky in 192o with the idea of the
United States of Europe, was used by
the burocrats to confuse the workers
on the difference between a bourgeois
and a proletarian dictatorship.

It was in Germany, ripe for pro-
letarian revolution in 1923, that
these deceptions led to their first
concrete, major and epoch-making be-
trayal of an imminent proletarian re-
volution, a piece of treachery
engineered by the burocratic cancer in
the Sovi3t Union which eventually came
to be known as Stalinism. The
b ourg 3 oi s.-domocrat i c , y a r 1 iamentary
(Landtag) regimes of Saxony and
Ihurihgia, where the upsurge of the
workers was particularly intense, were
painted up o:f the Soviet burocratic
renegades as "Workers" Governments, a
subtle deception reinforced by the
trick of having three German"JStalinist
agents, Brandler, Thalheimer and
Eoettchor, participate in them in
ministerial posts. Coalition
bourgeois-democratic governments con-
sisting of "Left" Social-Democrats,
Sight Social-Democrats (the Schei&eman-
nites), and the few Stalinist buroc-
rats as tiny minorit: vere thus
formed in the German capitalist state,
in the Saxon and Thuri-ngiah bourgeois
Parliaments .

In lino with the policy of get-
ting tho workers to confuse a

h a proletarian dictator-
in «, speech during the

bourgeois with .

ship, Trotsky, in a speech during the
fateful events of October 1923, equated
"he b^urgeois^-domocratic, parliament-
ary coalition governments of Saxony
and Thuringia with the Bolshevik gov-

Af'~. a few T.a-Pf._fi."R. t «srnment in which a few Left-S.E.
participated as a small minority, a
•Soviet government established in Rus-
sia in 19}8 after the proletarian
overthrow of the capitalist regime and

T&at was involved here was ^ tn9 cre^i°n of a proletarian dictat-

Just a matter of a different fol-
iation of a s i gani In that same y#
1923, the new policy which these rfi

slogans represented was put into dsaj'

ly affect on the international s^

™f the aegis of the degener^
leaders. The deceptive slogan «*&
9re Go^ernrhent" without the dictate

OF
** A L a T vJLjULXio 8

™ffP ' ^Bignatlog Brandler and -

oates.who had gotten their instruo-

emlin, as "Communists," Trotsky;

atii"- -,

Pr93Gnt tlffi9 the st-ation is dear. Ta9 coalition ofCommunists with the Social Democ-

and
8 ™

**f
Sovernaent of Saxony

coalition q-p the oL,.„; 1. -

i ofl Q . ,
" tne ^omr.Txiists ana

Left^Social Bevolutlonaries in Bus-
sia.

21, 1923.)

i„ m,v?
0t

??
y, 0f C01ir s3, know uerfect-ly well „he difference between the

bourgeois-parliamentary Landtag gov-ernments of saxony and Thuringia Zitne dictatorship of the proletariat 3Russia in 1918. His October 1923 de-
ceptive equation of a bourgeois with
proletarian dictatorship was already
contained in his article on the Unite?
bva ues of Europe, written earlier feat
year, waerein he pretended there coulc
be a Workers Government - without the
dictatorship of the proletariat. The
whole fraud in turn was preceded by
the fundamental degeneration of the
Bolshevik leadership, a malignant pro-
cess which consisted of the transform-
ation of revolutionary leaders into
power-usurping burocrats who first
intrigued against the vrorkors for per-
manent entrenchment in their high
posts and then squabbled amongst thsm-
selyos for the lion*s share of -po^-ver.

The smashing defeat of the Germs
proletariat in 1923 due to the treach-
erous line foisted on them by Trotsky,
Zinovisv, Kamenev, Stalin, Bukharin
and other deserters from Marxism paved
tho way for the recovery of imperial-
ist powor which led to the present as-

sault on tho Soviet Union.

J. C. Hur.tor

August 10, 1942

^-U TROTSKY SCHOOL 0? FALSIFICATION,
can now be obtained in a bound volume. The previous articles

have been collected and arranged in historical order. The
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in this convenient collection. Send for a |R££
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*. colta* wa * *•£ gainst Stal-
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„•, policies.
Trotsi;y' s sup-

ffSSS"- policy ^ EnS ana 8P -
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Ir.ist and the British trade union

Eurocrats to 1925,

To those «&6 are not familiar

trith the facts, the story of Trotsky's

"fight" sounds plausible and true. But

when the veil is lifted- and Trotsky's.,

actual policy is opened to view it be-

comes clear at once that the Trotsky—

ite story is wide of the 'truth.

In May 1S25 Stalin sent his high

burccrat Tomsky * the head of the Rus-

sian trade unions, to London to launch
the CflEsnittee. The policy of the COra-

mitsee, shaped by Tomsky and other of

Stalin* s political clerks of the' Com-
intern, was treacherous and counter-
revolutionary from the start. The
basic feature of this policy was to
help the General Council of the Brit-
ish trade unions deceive the workers*
After Trotsky was expelled from the
Stalinist "Party" he wrote:

"From beginning to end, the en-
tire policy of the Anglo-Russian
Committee, "because of its fal s e

line »
provided only aid to the & e,

-neral Council. " (Leon Trotsky,

rj^ird; international After Len^

p. 131 .

)

This statement was written
ijj

1923, after the Anglo-Russian Qomii

tee had' already heen dissolved. What,

however-,, was Trotsky* s line viaile %
Committee was being formed, and dm" log

the height of its opportunist activity,

especially at the moat crucial mpiaa|

in the British General" Strike in 1926,

and immediately after when the espo-

sure of the Stalinist policies of %
Comintern would have proved most

effective?

The Trotskyite leaders alv/ays

give the impression that Trots!?

fought the Anglo-Russian ' CoranltW

tooth and nail. Peculiarly enc^g'J,

they have, never' cited a single state-

ment f of Trotsky1 s opposing its f op-

tion/' or exposing it
;

while it was as-

traying the General Strike. Thers^

a .good reason, for this "omission'

thV.part Of '.the Trotskylte leatfij

Such statements apparently &o *

exist." On the other hand, there an

in existence statements by ^T0%^ ^

the Anglo-Russian Committee *ic
v!i

non and Shachtman are very
to produce or fefer to.

;arei

There is

i»

very good reason for that «~-
,

1
,

too. These statements give suopo.

the Anglo-Russian Committei

Stalin-controlled Comintern

At the end of January 1926,

?HK gffff* 80H0QL

rnnirre08
of 3ovi<3t Textile Workers,

iorni«at9d ^ th0 Dljr°crats but attend-
, w wany workers, sent greetings to

®7 AngXo-Husoiiin Committee whose fig-

Vo-heads wore Tomsky and the British

trade union bur o orat, Purcell. It was

the
practice of the Stalinist buroc-

rats to feed the workers all sorts of
aeudo-scientific "explanations" of

the Anglo-Russian Committee. The pur-

ose was to conceal the opportunist

origin ant^ Polic^ of ^^e Committee,

Among those spinning this kind of yam
^s Trotsky who, concealing the Stal-

inist origin of the Anglo-Rus3ian Com-

mittee, told the workers 'that the Com-

mittee grew out of the conditions in

England:

"You, it appears, have sent to-

day greetings to the Anglo-Russian
Committee of unity of the trade

unions. ^herefrom did it appear?

It grew out of the economic decline

of England. 11 (Leon Trotsky, "Report

at the Congress of Textile Workers,

Prayda, January 31, 1935.)

Gifted with the power of stirring

speech, Trotsky warned to his subject

and painted the Anglo-Russian Commit-

tee not as a treacherous trap laid by

the Stalinist "eurocrats, but as the

"highest expression" of the increas-

ingly revolutionary situation in

Europe and England J

-

"If 25 years ago - and this is a
short time - the Russian revolu-

tionists Of those days had proposed

fraternisation to the labor leaders,

if the same Tomsky had been sent 20

years ago to London for unification

with the English trade unions, they

would have kicked him in the pants,

naturally in a British not a Russi-

an fashion. (Laughter.) But at pres-
ent the trade unions receive Tomsky

in a brotherly manner. Wherein lies

the reason? The reason is that the

last decade undermined British in-

dustry; there is not a trace left

of the privileged position of the

working class and the English pro-

letarian is becoming politically

proletarianiaed. He seeks anew
support, and it is no accident that

he finds it first of all in our So-

viet trade unions. The Anglo-Rus-

«« of unity of trade
unions is the highest expression Oftnat shift in the Bituation in

££'i
^XOr> ^ especially in

England, vfcleh is occurring before
<wr eyes and v&ich is leading to-
•fara taa European ravolutl on.

"

Ueor. Trotsky, R9port at the ConK-
rosfl of Textile Workers. Pravd a
January 31, 1926.)

Trotsky thus drew a veil of ob-
feourity and falsehood over tie true
political quality of Tomsky and hie
visit to Furcell, Kicks and other
trade -onion burocrats of Great Britain.
Aa did. the Comintern burocrats, Trot-
sky also gave a Stalinist dose of
opium on the historical origin end
significance of the Anglo-Russian
Committee.

Splashed on the pages of the
Stalinist press, these statements of
Trotsky served not as a warning and an
enlightenment to the workers but as a
brightly colored mirage to lure them
to the treacherous trap 3eft up by the
Stalinist Comintern for the British
masses. Be- it remembered that Trotsky
painted this mirage long after the
Anglo-Russian Committee had been es-
tablished, and only about three months
before the dark policy of Stalin1 s

Comintern in England reached its black
climax. It goes without saying that
the most crucial part of .the prolet-
ariat which v;as deceived by Trotsky
was that section which already
doubted Stalin and his Tomskys fenfi. had
implicit faith in Trotsky, the leader

of the supposed Opposition.

In the Spring of 1926 Trotsky

went to Germany for an op e r atio n.

While he was in Berlin the British

General Strike took place. 'The cli-

mactic moment had arrived. One word

of criticism, of exposure from Trotsky,

who at that time was still an influ-

ential figure in the Comintern, and

the advanced workers would have been

shaken out of their Stalinist trance.

But while the trap set up by the

burocracy was closing over the head of

the British proletariat, there was no

word of criticism or warning from

Trotsky. One must not think, however,

MiSrtng those days Trotsky, ma^
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S "Left" ^rocra*!
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r a doss oi re-

Sor Party, bat rat^r ^ t

^^ Si^li^of^Co^,

revolutionary *"* *
d ffi0re comp-

influence ana »A

Th@ Communists

lete TXwSd resolutely. **

Shis'*. *!**»•; fe\srJn
fore fee striking British ^kers were

:Sbted by the General Council which

^sCA by the Anglo-Sussian C«^
i?x" ^ich in turn ^covered up hjr

^"Oppositionist" Trot sky. The

Stalinist editors in a note prefacing

Trotsky's reassuring article stated:

"The following was written "by

Gosrade Trotsky on May 6, i.e., six

days before the calling off of the

general strike by the General Coun-

cil. Ed."

That is how Trotsky "fought" the Com-

intern's policy in England.

But this is not all. According
to a sfcat&aent in his autobiography
v&ile in the Berlin clinic, he follow-
ed the General Strike closely :-

"I eagerly gathered and collated
in the clinic all the information
about the course of the General
Strike and especially about the
relations between the masses and
tneir leader." (^ Life, p . 528t )

Trying to give the impression in his
angiography that he bitterly foughtthe Stalin gang en the General strikeSrotsky continue, «Hh the remark: '

ii

B» thing that mads v g0.E ,

it must be remembered, this wT

^fJt-- some years after the event/
wri

1 Qy 9 What, however, was Trotskv,'

ioSid'iSagine
that " h

i
s

^ise Wi
^e sa-vs, he would have taken '

aS
g

either in Berlin or upon ^
!lTu4 *° ^sia

'

t0 exP° se tllB w&
nations of the Stalinist "Comintern,;

'

Jnat did he say to tfce intematio^
Setariat immediately when

t£
"Cominternrpoli^ TOS felt with PailK

fol intenseness wften t re ache r .

triumphed and the bitterly disiu^
atoned revolutionary workers

Saj?

capitalism
entrenched in England Cor5

solidly than before?

Trotsky returned to the -Soviet

Union shortly after the sell-cut
f

the General Strike, and at his fir 6t

important public appearance he deli,

vered a spirited address in which &
dealt with the "Comintern" policy {tl
England. The occasion was the Third

All-Union Conference of Workers ani

Peasants Correspondents. The affair,

of course, was dominated by Stalin's

trurocrats, but the atmosphere in the

country was electric. Many workers

who felt the heavy hand of the Stalin-

ist burocracy and suspected that the

"Comintern" employed tactics and poli-

cies opposite from those practiced "by

the Bolshevik Party in 1317, were par-

ticularly eager to learn Trotsky 1

b

opinion. It must be borne in mini

that Trotsky spoke after the betrayal

of the General Strike, after a vMa
series of Stalinist misdeeds, crises

and betrayals which by the middle oi

1S26 were already piled very high. In

order to give a rounded vie-- of Trot-

sky's pro-Stalinist policy of preserv-

ing the corrupt and burocratised "Cos-

intern" as a true Bolshevik organiz-

ation we deem it necessary to cite 3

considerable section of his speed'

"his citation must be read very atten-

tively, and particular heed be pai* *'

the portion where he spoke of ™
Stalinized "Comintern" of 1936 tr#£
terring to England "the same princijj

5

;

and methods" as those of the a»tb*»*
J

Splahsvika of 1917:,-

'That grandiose upsurge **^
°ur country lived through du

the aays of the English g
r Ŝ&

,*riks
was in truth a great demon-

,,-ation of the closest connection
9

f the toiling masses of our union

™ith "?e life an<5
" struggle of the

Soplish proletariat and the world
^n\&ns, class as a mole,

t'-Tnen our workers were collect-

ini" ^one^ an^ our '

fcrai9 unions sent
•

t

=
to the strikers the English

bourgeois press wrote that the Rus-

sians are supporting the strike out

f patriotic considerations in

order to tear down British economy.

Curiously, a few weeks prior to the

strike, the British almost-Socialist

3ertrand Russell wrote 'All the
Bolshevik judgments and advices
regarding revolutionary development

o? England are dictated by patriot-

ism. The Russians want to draw
England into a revolutionary upris-
ing, to cause its decline in order
thus to stabilise their own situ-

ation. '

"1'hese gentlemen forget that in
1317 to us in the Petrograd of that
period there arrived one of the
English almost-Socialists, Arthur
Henderson, one of the false leaders
and factual betrayers of the recent
general strike, and spoke for
instance thus*. The Bolsheviks are
betrayers of Russia, they serve
German imperialism, in their soul
there is not a drop of healtiy
national feeling and patriotism,
She Mensheviks and S.B.'s - these
are the patriots that support the
struggle for state independence and
democracy,

ouc-j. was the voice of official
British socialism in 191? in the
sharpest moment when the Bolshevik
party was struggling against the
imperialist war. And now, when the
Comintern transfers the sam? -orin-

^Plflfl.
and methods upon the English

soil reflecting the objective
^ourse f events, the condition of
ritish economy, growth of contra-
ctions, the inextricable condition
01 the English proletariat within
^lapsing capitalism — when all
wnese circumstances t ransfer the
!§Jtaad_s_ of Bolshevi sm upon the
nglish soil then this very Hender-

9 on together with the 'Daily Mail'

91h£ALSI?lTTC%
• » the on3 sidSj ^ ~~ :^

^ other, no longer 8ay! S\ fbolsheviks ar^ tAZ J Ua% 'AS
a-rQ ~- Jr. trair-or3 an.-'

'-— --9iS 0X their fatherlan- tev Ts-y3 the Bolsheviks Sr^t°'
^

cunning patriots -,f aiCet

G^eat ?«» • '
i,ne"^ S3r^e the^.eat-aussian nationalist ids-. ---"*t to continue the Cist^°7 ^a dig under ^ ^St J ^

Britain. These C i? \ °f 0ld
+1,-,^, i-i

se senulsaen twist Bnturn themaslves inside on* '??'

fe^1 ife &*xu. Whether^persons CilX call u^ traitor^

Wan °Vh3
+

E°St ********

fI s^6
^' ^ ^ +n remain

a-r-c a. • — e Patriots, we

including the British, we are pa-triots of the international P ^o-le uarian revolution. (s t o^ a r

So?* ol (L80n 5r^s^> &^^oun© <i
i i9 fi0t Speech before the

Third Ail-Union Conference of ¥ork-
ers and Peasants Correspondents. My
empnasis - G.Li.)

That is how Trotsky oor-scio- :-.!?

and deliberately iiea. to the workers
of the rfiole world about the nature o*
the "principles" of Stalin's Cosainter^
line on the soil of England, falsely
calling them "the same principles end
methods" as those used by the Bolshe-
viks of 1S17. The stormy applause
this poisonous Stalinist protector re-
ceived only indicates how perfectly in
line with Stalinism Trotsky worked,
"We remain the same," Trotsky toll the

Stalinist-guided Workers and Peasants
Correspondents. "We" in this case
could be understood not otherwise than

to mean not only himself "out also

Stalin, Tomsky, and all the other de-

generated leaders of the revolution;

No, "We" did not remain the sax! "u "

became different. -"We" plotted during

Lenin's illness for self-entrenchtsnt

in power, and then intrigued against

one another for the major portion of

power. " rre," - Stalin, Trotsky, Zino-

viev and others - became opportunists

and eurocrats, deceivers and betraj

of the proletariat.

How it can be seen clearly feJa t

Trotsky's story in his autobiogi

in 1939 about his gorge rising because
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vary

v»v have

scapegoat-

talsB, Trots;-

CSU IB "W BP*f
if
f!Jd. As

ori.<-
^

J? SSsJed their

Ujfl Stalin g*«\ ^ their policies,

orloas, soKportad ,*** '
workers, ana

% "S. ronegado leaders

* «•* "SET ££•? double-

a, sulin •"«*» Stared upon a

oro*«d *»*•*"* J centralis all

factional W"**3** *°
Trotgky «s

Eed irrevocably to btai

continued to support

.,,.:,,',,. Tims, to take tne e^

^4 iva outlined above out be-

Btte the Stalin clique on the A«glo.

Baesian Committee and the Britisn Ge-

aaral Strike, The drive of tne otaim

gans against him, nevertheless, forced

him to resort to factional measures of

self-defense. One such measure was a

proposal, made in secret behind the

scenes, after the betrayal of the

British General Strike, that the

Aaglo-Bussian Committee be dissolved.

•The Cannons and Shachtmans make a
great to-do over this demand. They try

to make it appear proof that Trotsky
fought against Stalin on the question
of the Anglo-Eussian Committee and the
General Strike. This fraudulent pre-
tense, of coarse, is based on a con-
cealment of Trotsky's acfru.-l support
of Stalin and of the sham, factional
nature of his "oppositional" gesture,
As if the root of the betrayal lay in
the formation of the AngloSFoissian
boianittee and not in she Stalinist de-
generation of the Comintern! A s if
with the dissolution of the Anglo-
Russian Committee,Stalin's "Comintern"
co-aid no-, and did not betray the work-

again through many other devices!

^JhSZr0^dte le^> Hke Lydia
r ael twist facts and build illuso-vvie«s in the minds of the worked

Cannon, Shachtman and the others 2l.ui te that Trot
**- ar

—^ to protect th, British work!

<?ra from betrayal.

Irotskyiteijno 'xroiiSJs^Avo leaders rj[v

nlever twist to this important i! *

v circumventing Trotsky's an*,,,,
8

ll cy wnich he carried

» „ ~i q-Hus s ian Comrni tte e

actual
ta

was found

and during the betrayal of the GenP
Strike by diverting the workers t

al

tention from the damning facts, r^
ts

speak of the "Opposition" being **
rect" in its demand to dissoiv
Committee - after the betrayal,

is their maneuver :-

"The Opposition was absolut
i

correct when it demanded the
mediate rupture of tb ic>

nergi^ Co,)

betrayal
of

\ Statement
fa

Anglo-B
Usai

an Committee and the eoncer.trati
of all the fire of the Comintern °«

the British Party upon the leads?
of the British Trade Union Ge
Council (Purcell, Hicks
immediately after the

the general strike."
Cannon, Abern and Shachtman "'V'
Militant . November 15, 1928, ' "^

emphasis - G.M,)

This maneuver also contains a subtle
lie hidden in the words " immediately
after." flhere is the record, the so£
stantiating evidence that Trotsky Is-
mediately after the betrayal demanded
the rupture of Stalinism with the

British trade union swindlers? Cannon,
Shachtman and others, offer none, for

apparently, there is not a document to

prove this. Qn the other hand, there
is the Pravda of June 2, 1935, showirg
Trotsky's actual line on Stalin's
Comintern, establishing beyond perad-
venture of a doubt that immediately
after, the betrayal Trotsky covered 115

the criminal Stalinist "Comintern"
with "Bolshevik" veneer and deceived
vfie workers by concentrating their re-

sentment upon the British trade union
betrayers and diverting their mir.ds

from the chief culprit, the Stalinist
Commtem.

We can cite many Trotskyist dis-

tortions of a similar pattern. For

illustration we shall give too mors

Committee. in 1925 Trotsky ff^
„°°

! Blither England . There ^
nothing unusual aM11+. +.**.* work.

una

in
S3**

traced some developments of
its past history, n p0Bi_
world economy Bince the war

V

j n in " wwii^u^ uxace tne v;ar

li° booK contained stock criticism of

Br
itisab

reformism, basically the cri.
., ism

employed by the Bolshevika

y Sreat to Stalin. Quite consuicu-
3
isl-/

Trotsiy omitted all reference to

fhs
Comintern's policies in England.

lvQl& the point of necessity of setting
Le

workers' minds on guard against

Ihe
Stalinist gang directing the So-

iet Union and the Comintern, the book

is
p03itively a convenient blind be-

bjnd ^ich Stalin could conduct his
machinations unobserved by the work-

erSi
Stalin and his clique received

from Trotsky the manuscript of the

^rk. They found no objection at all

to its publication. As a matter of

fact, they did not even suggest any
changes, so completely and perfectly
acceptable was the book insofar as the
interests of the Stalin clique
concerned.

were

Writing his autohi ography four
years later, follomng his exile from
the Soviet Union, Trotsky felt, as he
vjas describing the period of the
General Strike, that the reader would
expect some evidence of Ms alleged
fight against the policy of Stalin's
Comintern. Since there is not a word
of even mildest criticism of the
Comintern policy in ar,y of his writ-
ings for 1924, 1925 and the first part
of 1926, Trotsky was unable to furnish
any documentary proof of his alleged
struggle against Stalin's policy §&
the Anglo-Eussian Comaittee for that
period. So Trotsky decided to palm
off his book Whither England as a work
directed against Stalin's "conception"
of evolution to the Left of the Brit-
ish General Council* If ' one scans
Qvery sentence in Whither Englaad
through a magnifying lense he won't be
abls to. detect even a remotest indica-
tion that Trotsky was posing a view
different from that held by Stalin.
** the other hand, Trotsky felt con-
strained to acknowledge that his mangt-
jcript was not a "criticism after the
fact" and was not condemned as a
irotskyist" work. Trotsky wrote*

"During the winter and spring of

Caucaeug,

*\<* the officii ^

j;.
ol^i« to tnl wiV/:

J«t General C^n " ° :/ '^ Srit-
dUal «4 paints,'

mrlr
' :

^on9 . Iri m_;
a
J
ty «nd trader

ma^script of III \ w*B**t« fchg

litbure^. 1^ .*«* to the Po-
°f 'oreeaBt, ra?her T & aUe3Uo^
Clsm after the S!!

than of Cri "i-

ffiiSbera f the Poluv,
39^ ** ^

^E^th^Sr* ?* ^^ Sashed

p. 527 % emphasig

ap-

Uiz Llf s_

G.M,)

of penetrS £
SJ?^ ^oncepti^

^e British Labor Pa^S^^ ,
^^

ae gleaned from Vif Li- ^ Cm
the General Strike ciS f8

!-
^^

. ,

« "J' j~»iB
, cited ear li=r M«

statement that "Within the l^^Z- revolutionary wing mi J™£influence and will find r.ors co.-pleue expression. iEho Comr.unists Trill
psah Sorfard.resolutoly." ae book
tfas a Stalinist TTork.from the- first
tfori to the last.

Imagining that the more time I; :

elapses from the moment a certain
event occurs the greater is the fog
enveloping that event, the Trotskyite
leaders grow bolder in their falsifi-
cations as the years go by. Lydia
Seidsl goes a great deal further than

her Master and writes the lie that in
Whither England Trotsky warned against

"every move" coming in the approaching

betrayal of the workers, and brazenly

adds that the work was condemned by

Stalin as a piece of "Trotskyism":

"Anticipating the disaster to

come from Stalin's opportunism,

Trotsky wrote

work entitled

a bitingly critical

Whither England, 1 in

"unusual about ihat
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TEE ARTICLES WEIGH APPEARED IF THIS

SECT 10 II OP THE BULLETIN ARRANGED IN

HISTORICAL ORDER, -PRESENTING A MANY-

SIDED EXPOSURE OP. TROTSKY'S OPPORTUNIST
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CROOKED DEAL
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NflW them "by the blocs they tnake

,f- the translation into political

terms of a*1 old and familiar proverb.

4 highly revealinS episode in the car-

g er of Trotsky's so-called "Op-jtbsi-

tion" in the Soviet Union was his bloc

With
Zinoviev and Kamenev in the years

1936-27* This incident is especially
interesting in light of the fact that
Zinoviev and Kamanev were originally
clique partners of Stalin. Zinoviev

and Kamenev (with Stalin at first in
the background) were, moreover, the
authors of the faction fight opened in
the Autumn of 1923 to oust Trotsky
from power and so initiate a bureau-
cratic centralization process to their
own advantage. This pair of ' eminent
bureaucrats was profoundly involved in
the degeneration of the Bolshevik
leadership.

How did it happen that at a cer-
tain stage they entered into a bloc
with Trotsky against whom for throo
years they had been waging a bitter
clique fight? The Trotsky leaders
have given an explanation of this
startling about-face in rather simple
terras. Shachtman in an old pamphlet
on the history f the Trotsky faction
puts it this way:

"The first two years of struggle
Of the Opposition finally boro
fruit in the revolt of the revolu-
tionary Leningrad proletariat in
1925, which compelled its leaders

—

men like Zinoviev who had fathered
the campaign against 'Trotskyism'

—

to combine in a bloc nith the 1923
Opposition."

( Ton Years . The His-

^L of the Left Opposition , p. 54)

Shachtman, of courso, is only re-
peating the official explanation is-
sued ty rprots]£y hirasGlff A ia t r ex-
*mPlo of this explanation was given
J" Trotsky before the Dewey Commissions

"Thoy wore under the pressure of

^—

»

workers, of the be Bt ^
Sloped S m t

M°scow.-.the most
st*iinV Buirr educat;ed *»*•£.
^ncea, the wf *aS ** «* pro-

vinces'. It f^TaCy ln the Pro"

themselves J£*l they did not

Zinovievand

T

m
tand ~ that ia

>

so -. why L ^1' a8 othere *i
wftR *v,I

** 8pllt caire. But it*« the pressure of the workers of^oth capitals. The pressure of Z,

(Th I 121 f r
tl0nS WUh St^in.^^e Case of Leon Trotsky . p . 81)

As we see,according to the offi -
cial story of the Trotsky leaders, thepressure of the workers who followed
Zinoviev and Kamonov caused. . Unse
clique partners of Stalin to turn about
180 degrees and unite with Trotsky and
his "Opposition."

If this is all that one knows
about the matter, it sounds quite
plausible. In contrast to this offi-
cial version, however, Trotsky on other
occasions was constrained to paint
quite a different picture of this in-

cident.

According to this other version,

the workingclass followers of. Zinoviov

and Karaenov had exerted no pressure

whatever, and what is more, thoy wore

strenuously opposed to any bloc with

Trotsky. Por throe years, Zinoviov

and' Kamenev had been poisoning their

followers against Trotsky, so that

when tho bloc with him was crouched

from the top, even Zinoviev's potty

henchmen wore absolutely flabbergasted.

at a loss to comprehend, and harshly

against it. Trotsky in a letter o.

Novomber 192? testifies that Zinoviev

himself told him how hard it was to

convSee his followers to agree to ne

bloc with Trotsky. In order to ££
itnte this bloc, Zinoviev had admit

J J11 th,t he had boon wrong la **
tod *~ J!w Hero is what happen-
tacking Trotsky. Hero



11 In this

mi t ted his

manner,

mistake *f I923 ^
mitted his ^^ains t 'Trotjk^

-r^^^^te^it as

ss ss. rss- - octo*er

.

insurrectionJ). the ^yt of

ttjbig admission «
nsiderabl9

Zinoviev aroused s9C0nd-

Ltonishment ^"Swad Op-

rank leaders of tn
d int0

position who wer^ ^estly ^e-

^rsr^ie
d

g
:"do?^otSky-

isI" - '

*„u m repeatedly: '»

J""" -STJ "cut —to
School of l^lsifioation, P' U)

So far were Zinoviev's followers

from exerting pressure on him that it

was a tough job to "reeducate" thorn to

I

the idea of joining up with Trotsky J

In fact, Zinoviev's proposal for

a bloc with Trotsky actually put the

former in danger of losing his support-

ers. Trotsky himself is the witness-

testifying to this effect;

"On the other hand,, the advanced
Fetrograd workers, followers of

Zinoviev, who had engaged honestly
and seriously in the struggle a-"
gainst 'Trotskyism' could by no
means reconcile themselves to the
sudden turn of 180 degrees, Zinov-
iev was confronted with tho danger
of losing the best elements of his
own faction."' (The JJgw Interna -
tipnai, February 1938,, p. 57)

What is the meaning of these
sharply contradictory stories and what
is the real reason for the bloc formed
by Zmoviev-Kamenev with Trotsky? The
story of the "pressure f the workers"
is sheer hokum. History records nosuch pressure on Zinoviev *nd Eamanov

givos tne lie to this yarn o^ n+v
occasions, fcoWky lsi^ ^ *r
ether vorsxon whleh not only oxpU^

„,rth about the "pressure of ty«-*? l»t points to the real r
*

*° i„r zinoviev-Kamenev's move f 01,

sons f°r,_V fl, olnr . Stalin had n^l *

dopted
Trotsky's theory in pra c-

badAas concealed. The result was that

sons for Zinoviev-itamenev s move f or ^ ™
n0viev-Kamenev in 1926 proposed

iToc with Trotsky. Stalin had acc^ * fl* £o *«* ^otsky, their followersbloc witn xiu "oiv- ~—--- —~ «v,«unr

i ted enormous power and his partner,

tfnoviev-Kamenev, saw that they We;

SSut to be elbowed out. They there. |

?ore cast about for some maneuver k
recoup their lost bureaucratic f or„ ,

Ss! A ^00 with Trotsky, ln l9

till a "big figure before the Soviet I

^sses, soemed a shrewd trick to 2U ,
I

!;iev and Kamenev. Tho latter
Pair ;

imagined that by pooling their B to ckg I

with Trotsky's thoy would be able to

counterbalance Stalin's mounting p0Rer(
j

Trotsky many years after tho event rQJ
lated this real source of tho bloc of

|

1936-27*

"They came over to the Opposition

hoping to gain power in a short'

lapse of time. Toward this end they

joined with the 1923 Opposition. 11
•

(The How International , Nov, 1934,

. p.
1097"""

In other words s the wholo thing

was a factional maneuver at tho top,

Small wonder that the workers at bofc.

torn, completely in tho dark at what

was going on in tho loading circles
,

were actually shocked by tho Zinoviov-

Kamenev bloc with Trotsky.

There is one more point, a parti -

cularly choice ono, connected with this

episode which is worth relating. ?or

sheerly factional roasons, as a trick

to decrease Trotsky's power and pres-

tigoj Zinoviov and Kamenev in 1923 had

launched an attack on Trotsky's theory

of the Permanent Revolution, original-

ly formulated many y^s oarlior It

the pre~l,S17 porisd. Zinoviev and Kam-

enev took advantage of tho fact tha

Lenin prior to 1917 had mij^takonly.
J

*

tackad Trotsky's theory, W" omphasij

the Trord mistakenly to differently

Lenin's pro-1917 attack which was

rosu^t of an honest orror, from Zijj

iovand Kamonov's 1923 attack vni

»ae a deliberate, criminal clique

ouver to demolish Trotsky as a

in the Soviet Union.
Trotsky remarks wore

roan'

figure

old an ti<

Lenin's
turned and con-

stantly paraded before the workers
ft«

r

Zinoviev, Kamenev and StalJ? ^
4923, and the fact that in l 9ir ^

t^ °^ a protest: What about Trotsky's
rais% of Permanent Revolution? For

. tbeory ^ Wbile Zinoviev and Kamenev
qUi

been shouting that this is a Men-
bave

.v theory and now they want to
sii3

«, bloc with Trotsky'
form a

Zinoviev and Kamenev had to worm

h ir ^ay out of this emt)arras sing

tuation. The scheme they hit upon
S1

S
really simple, like so many great

dirties.
They "merely" got Trotsky to

repudiate his theory of the Permanent

jgJSutionl By declaring publicly

in the past controversies over

theory Lenin —who had actually
that

this

boen wrong— was right, and Trotsky—

too had actually been right —. was

wrong, Trotsky officially washed his

hands of this groat Marxist principle*

His declaration to this effect was

oven written into the Platform of the

Opposition , the "theoretical" vehicle

of the Zinoviev-Kamenev-Trotsky bloc:

"Trotsky has stated to the Inter-
national that in nil those questions
of principle upon which he disputod
'dth Lonin> Lenin was right — and
particularly upon tho question of
tho permanent revolution and tho

Peasantry."
t. a *ll^ in^ S

;; fefXL su^

!^er
Tha

to cover Tn
^^ ** a ^

-J
1*** alS0 caf

T

leV ' S tr^eherZ

in"l
Uh ^ ackaowledgenent of T.in's correctnese 7iL

of ^n ~
l* ^ Partially^^ so^ .

over f-ViQ ^ .
y

' ° throw a veil

gainst msj?Vl
L. ?,

IaCtion

In such a shameful *av was i f»rdamentnl Mr,n,4 of _ ...
a ° B iUr

tv, Q \ '^rxist position traded ow«the counter in 4-v,„ -
€ouuiiuer m the i oration of

Zmoviey-Kamenev-Trotsky bloc.

We have reached the real esse:
of Trotsky's bloc with Zinoviev
Kamenev, a clique aianouvor absolut
devoid of principle. Ws have cot.c t
long way in these few pages from the
official Trotskyite fable about
"fflressuro of the workers 11 with -h

this article begins. But wo clo

with the political provorb with "hi

we started; Know them by tho blocs

thoy make.

J.C.K,

March 1945

C p rrz,n, t/<s.cL PfiR I X

TROTSKY "TSACKE? PARTY DISCIPLINE

TROTSKY'S "ADVICE" ^^^^^^
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THE POLITICAL MORALS OP TrU TBOib^i

^

* * *
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I C A L
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DID TROTSKY COLLABORATE «© STALIN ^^^ ?arty)

(A Reply to J. I'l^m SHACH^NIT^
THE CANHONITES "ANSWER 1 ^^55. P.O. -

JE1TO FOR FREE CQFIES_ ___ _ -
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"aEluMANY IS NOT ITALY"

« the vcors 1930- 1931 "^J^

ywist forces »«** to Pj

in cower aim tms
«J*

D11" u of

SETKTwS their eye* tb.

Curbed. Unfortunately, like the

SS?W., the German toilers

wore deceived and paralysed by oppor-

tunist, political parties. The Social

Democracy, misleading' the working

class since 1914, viae faithfully serv-

ing Semen imperialism. The Stalinist

"Fart;/" was a trap to prevent prolet-

arian" revolution, for the purpose of

protecting the burocratic rulers of

the Soviet Union from any upsurge of

the masses*

The militant, Bolshevik-inten-

tioned workers followed the Stalinist

"Party," falsely imagining they were

following a real Bolshevik organiz-

ation. Thus, the Stalinist "Party"

stood in the foreground as the main .

trap for the millions of advanced Ger-
man workers. In the absence of a Bol-
shevik Party their fate was sealed.

A very important weapon in the
hands of Stalinism to allay the fears
of the workers was the ideological
chloroform contained in the formula
"Germany is not Italy." The feeling
of false security which this "deadly
illusion induced was kept alive by the
Stalinist eurocrats all along while
Hitler was gathering his strength. Had
the German masses realized . that..--...

, as
r-a.tora were shaping-up, Geraaty would

tne Italian road, they would
f61 low-

have been seised with
impending calamity and,

a sharp sense of

probably,
would have staged a spontaneous rising

against the Nazis, something simi]^

to the rising in Vienna in 1937. rp

prevent a rising of the masses of Ge5.

many against the growing forces
f

reaction, Stalinism, as 'well as Sbc.i al
Democracy, had to deliver the mightiest
working class in capitalist Europe to
Hitler in a quiet, completely passive
way . "Germany is not Italy" Was the
soothing refrain' that lulled the GeiL

man workers Into believing that for..

Ejany could: net and would not follow
the Italian road* . -

It may be stated with absolute
certainty that in- the first few weeks
of his rule Hitler was trodding upon
extremely dangerous

'
ground. He was

consolidating his grip upon the State
mach inery , but the mi 1 1 i on s

' of German
proletarians were not yet crushed by
his assassin ' bands. The bloody wort
on a mass scale was yet to be a thing
of the future. To fool the worker's

into believing he was not following
the. path of Italy, he announced new
elections for March 5, 1933. And al-

though Fascist intimidation and terror
had begun to show their familiar fangs,
five million Stalinist workers went to
the polls, directed and controlled now

' by the Hitlerites, and voted for the

Stalinist burocrats still trusting tte

comforting lie that .Germany would not

follow the example of Italy.

Immediately after the March 1933

trumped-up "elections," Hitler took

vigorous steps to wipe out in blood
the proletarian vanguard of Germany.
Had the class-conscious, Fascist-hating
basses of Germany even at that late

hour realized clearly that the country
was being 'dragged by Hitler along fbe

path carved out by Mussolini for Italjfi

there' might have been a spontaneous!

resistance to Hitler. An uprising of

the German proletariat would ha^

^ich would have been very road
!

4-Viq nnr.ortiinlat-.a j.~ hio a
a ^f for the opportunists to

tfW But the ideological para-
%fo1 '

r0ad
by Stalinism, Social

ivei
3

6

J and other reactionary forces,

Srso<*
a
2ained belief that somehow

l&s diverting Germany from the
history

v
J
.0BJgLt was too powerful to

jtal
lail

without a campaign of Marxist

ov'^L^t «id exposure of th©
uiil

ig „ fl The great toiling masses of
l9
t*tf

ar

J£

?eot remodeling the German State
Ifl

j e - o ——~«vn vjj.

'-lay supine before Hitler, pre-
offering resistance while

remodeling t

^Lj Italian pattern. Even at
ttp0

? most terrible moment for the

an
workers, the Stalinist buroc-

Sfl

J fl
nti«ued spreading the vicious,

prizing idea — "Germany is not

""w ii The German Stalinist leader,

^itz'Heckert, safely outside the Nazi

mQ of terror, pumped into the minis

of the workers the opium that German
different from Italianwas

In a widely

he said:pamphlet

"German fascism cannot be com-

pared with Italian fascism." ( Vfaat

Ta Happening In Germany . p.i2.)

And the wall-known Stalinist
tmrocrat, 0, Piatnitsky, assured the
workers that "Germany in 1933 is not
like Italy in 1933." (The Present
Situation In Germany , p. 42.)

rp
HE line of the Comintern buroc-

1 racy is plain enough. Now, whatm the Trotskyite line on thisStalin-m deception?

Mo
Dl

J

rin6 th08e da^ a of consolida-

the fnn!
11

!
I,a3Cis * power in Germany,

'% k
mng Piec3 °f deadly delusion

TOrC
Pr9

red Vlp0n the revolutionary

Marxist
PeoPle ?&o call themselves

SUs
piciott

hSlpin6 Stalin to stifle the

follow^!
118

.

'

bllat Germany was actually
i0wi

»g the Italian road:

"If

oeugj
WOuld °e patently stupid to

tion of o
^e subsequent evolu-

01 Germany will go the Italian

9Bi «tanC9 ,n *'*> **«, ....

Hitler^ 800t^ng ^

truth ana^t masses r Q^ 8ha^n

,,frighteL «
ltat ion? JL^givwi

StalS r*L '^pC^ —

of Germany. Na!„r°F,
the ^st m?terB

««• obviTua dSlyinthef^ot

noise about Germ^f'
the d9C9?tive

** to he dropJrVd ?8

!

1* Ita1^
Comintern TniJ^It. 1. *** aa the

conceal the truS I
mTQ ™a

'

ole to

inside of a few weeks also changed™

Italy and wrote in an exactly oppo-
site vein: "German Fascism slavishly
follows the Italian examole." (The
Militant

, May 20, 1933.)

Unfortunately for th© deceived
masses, the German situation by then

had passed the most crucial point of

possibility of proletarian resistance,

growing safer daily for Hitler and

world imperialism, Then, in their

usual vein of sham criticism of to

Comintern's disruptive line, the Trot-

skyites wrote harsh words concerning

the deadly opiate "Germany ia not

Italy":

"'Germany Is Not Italy'

"A damnable and blighting catch

phrase ran through the ranks of th*

German proletariat, * a»** in

J
through all the organisation, o*

Le working class g*-**

ifTt* ^ oUt- by



^^ Eurocrats, at

to pompous ^ ^JVtiole*. the

nftwlMi w*^^ again and

incantation was Mr™ ^ ifl

again at the »afes. Jun0

*t Italy. '" (TM^^^'
24, 1933.)

truth might toagine thjt ^^
matter «as just an e ^d^ nQ
into the ^f

8^*^1

in s o far as
dishonesty is ^olv~*

narna A
'

But
«. «#=-^ the BU0-

facts speak otherwise. ^ ,n -Meant-
ooeding-years the ^ot Bgr«« dxlijent

lv pointed an accusing fanger at «
era: "Ah, hut Germany is goin* to oe

liferent 'from Italy. The Stalinist

ha^kB turned out reams on this theme.

(The Militant , February 8, 1941.) But

aboVt the support hy Trotsky and Cart-

-on and Shachtman to the deadly Stal-

inist fraud in the terrible days im-

mediately after Hitler's 1933 "elec-

tions" not a single word! Cannon and

Shachtman published Trotsky's piece of

Stalinist poison, never repudiating ij.,

not even attempting to comment upon it!

And about a year after March 5 t 19 3

phe Secretariat headed by Trotsky de-

clared without batting an eyelash:

"THE CORRECTNESS OF OUR methods ,

our PREDICTIONS and our slogans
have been incontestibly proved
through the entire historic devel-
opment of the last ten years." (The
Militant

, March 31, 1934.)

Is it honest to lie to the workers that
"the correctness" of "our predictions"
"have been incontestibly proved"? If

'

there were a spark of revolutionary
integrity in these people thay would
at least have pointed out their
predictions that definitely proved
wrong — of which there were quite a
numoer. But instead of making a cor-
rection, as honest people would do,
cannon and Shachtman with a defiant
air declared brazenly:

5 . ;
dli

,

tant TO repent nothing

,
Editorial, Nov. 18, 19337)^

Thus Cannon and Shachtman'l^^

feet declared the following;
?fe

®*-

Trots kyite leaders, handed 0ut » «n

leading, deadly ideas which J^
Stalin and imperialism to b^1^
workers to the fact that Hiti er7
following the road of MussoliJ?8

Nevertheless we do not r egret «i.

that, we are not apologizing
%Q

JUd

body, and make no amends of ^y ^
__ "We repent nothing and *«+

*t!

it
° tract

nothing."
*ct

Indeed, the methods of Cannon
Shachtman are the methods of Staling
to paint false pictures f0r the wor?"
#rs, to conceal this fact and attend
to appear as "Marxists." They act
if their consciences ara clear *!

"integrity" is unimpaired. On ??

sixth anniversary of The Militant,
th*

instrument through which" Cannon and
Shachtman wore disseminating

desfrrur
tire confusion among the workers the"
Had as follows: ' y

"In six years the Militant h^
gained the respect of the entirs
revolutionary movement of the worn
for its HONESTY, its clean method!
and above all for the clarity ^
angrectness of its policies." (The
Militant

, December 3, 1934.
emphasis and capitals - G.M.)

'V

Why is there such a multitudes of

cynical lies, evasions, equivocations
and arrogance in the Trotskyite poli-
tical system? Why do the Cannons and

Shachtmans build a Chinese wall of

falsification around their own polit-
ical history? Because upon this

falsification, evasion and insolence
their "movements" rest. Their
"parties" will collapse like rotten
hulks when the workers discover that

the real foundation of the Cannon and

the Shachtman "movements" is support to

Stalinist and other reactionary decep-

tions, hypocritical self-praise, po-

litical dishonesty — when the vic-

tims of Cannon and Shachtman learn

that their "leaders" are a set of

adroit "revolutionary" adventurer3

vto
> together with the Stalinist and

Social Democratic eurocrats, have been

for years pulling wool over tl*

workers' eyes.

0. \
October 19#

t£q ij^t i
, aa ffft .Hj

s&m. —

^

U it

Tgfl Trotsky leaders never tire of
repeating the story that their

nrogtf**
was confirmed in thw ^e mian
which marked the accession of

to power on January 30,1933,

In

W
Mil

this

lar

cris is

&e

ffarticle
"How Trotsky Taught La-

to Fight Against Hitlerism," The

itant of February 12, 194-4 turns to

"favorite theme. In this particu-

article, The Mmtant prints state-

nts Dy Trotsky writ$<*iprior to the

^cession of Hitler to power and deal-
ing with the rising Hitler movement.

^eMiUiSSi- =laims that Trotsky's

Sdictions and program stood the test

f history?

"The, eleven years of Hitler's

rule which led to the mo st terrible

war in history and the Naz i assault

ugoa the USSB have tested and con-
firmed the truth of Trotsky '.s pre-
dictions and his program. That pro-
gram holds with full force today ."

(P, 3, Baphasis in original)

Let us check this story of The
Militant in the order presented; first,
Trotsky 'a predictions on the fascist
menace, secondly, the program he laid
down on this question, and thirdly
"tether that program holds today.

^IggYjS PREDICTIONS

|H the years prior to, and at the
time of Hitler's accession to

thTcif
** was tiie common practice of

enr J
alinists &ad Social Democrats to

the jl
U
?° disastroua illusion that

riQ f ,

8cist movement in Germany could

Hon ^1°} the path to supreme domina-

:n Italy,

that the Mussolini movement did
This comforting opium was
in the catch-phrace well-

at that time: "Germany is not
r pi<l Trotsky differentiate him-

sprealtK predictions fr0in tliose who

*caly
(
n

salf
h.

Sky I
•so lies? A study of Trot -

i"
re!f

e
?
ictions on this matter shows

peated thern to the letter. Here

Life

"It

^ of Geraany ^^2^nt evoi'!

J
oa^; that HtW g0 the Italian

Z^l rss^tance;
y SVthoat

Actually ce^y ^tiie Italian road, ,
^olve along

aad Hitlerstrengthen M, j. ! * m?ier

ing Prions SiSi0

,

a *^ *L
plete paraly

St
^°^ to ^ **.

tariat induced ^ ?f
Ger2an

Prole-

orship. T litu
tS ^^anist lead-

after iw 1 f

Ie 310re tban a ^th

S irots^ lea^rs acknowledged that
"Gefpan 'aaelaa slavishly folfowsfh]

on ^ f^?16 -" (Ste Militant . %
JUi 1933 J And when on June at, 1933,
The MUitant subjected the thesis thtt
"Germany is not Italy" to severe criti-
cism, attributing this line to the So-
cial Democratic and Stalinist leaders,

it kept mum on Srotsky'e own aialeaoV

ing prediction on this score

•

After Hitler assumed the Chancel-

lorship, Trotsky went so far as to

state that it wis impossible for the

German bourgeoisie to give the actual

power to the Basis

J

«2here is no way of getWng around

without the Basis. M^ is 1&
wise, impossible, to gfca.

them the actual power;

Sat-on" the part «*»£*£_
iat is not so acute that the higher-

over j&L

todaji the

ups should consciously

,r with uroblematic outcoce.

civil uar T71t^
pr°.

lHanti Vebruar?

(L. Trotsky, aa&UtSi.
}

24, 1933.
MyemphasiB-^.

^is patently
f^eFedioti.^:

"^^ iS
'l d nl5S^^^

honestly
o«itt8d -

re-



^
, i iiM in the German

vJ of ***£,»": gently ab.

, to ^ite how *istor.
predic-

W0M« and include the
*J« which

leading Prud^^ on
%/

f

tS>Se con-
we quoted, «"*«* ^/simply fo

cern of The Si3^ *
S

infafUbfcf

sanctify *™ ts^**
/leadership to

prophet who gave cor«^B
these

the workers. Necessari xy &

lines, facts must be buried and Sic

tioa advanced as truth,

TaoTssris pbogkam

Tee prospect which Trotsky gare

the 'advanced workers prior to 1933 was

that the Stalinist party must he cor-

rected and set on the Marxist path.

The hopes of Trotsky's followers were

capped around this view. Trotsky re-

pudiated any talk of the workers taking

the indepe indent path of a new interna.

tional directed against the Stalinized

Third International. After his exile

from the Soviet Union, Trotsky declared:

"All talk of my planning a 4th

International is sheer nonsense.

The Social Democratic International,

just as the Communist International

have deep historical roots. "SJb in-

termediary (2§-) or additional (IV)

International will be needed,, There
is no room for them." (Bulletin of
the Opposition. #1-3, p. 29)

Such was Trotsky's program — "which
±he_ Militant boasts "holds with full
force today."

Stalin and hit, bureaucrats, facing
the danger of a revolution in Germany,
which they feared would spread into
the Soviet Union and destroy the us-
urper's power, made every effort to
paralyze the German toilers. Their
fear was obvious to the bourgeois cor-
respondents in Moscow. Daranty, under
tne cover of phrases attributing to the

to^^fI
oluti0^ Stalin a desire

t baUdSocialiam," wrote in plainwords aoout Stalin's fear of revolu-

biJS <

Moscow
'

wrltas Mr. Duranty,
there 18 ona m£ffiace m *>

eoove all others, and it is the^ut

b"^ <*

Dreak of a revolution
i

elsewhere in Europe, tv
cry from the time when rl"
the Bolshevist revolts

o-

A ct;
'*

not because he Was iJtJ* WS
Russia but hecause he wi v ted 1
Western Europe on firelS *o

*

in does not want to set aiW S^
fire. He wants to be let I*2 ^
build Socialism in BuBBi

al°^
t,

afraid of r^volutio^ abroad U
if it comes without i^T"+ ev

<*

( The Hew York Times * ai^."

Hovember 23, 1932, My emp^^H

Troth's program, Qn the
hand* deceived the workers i«t
pecting aid against fascism frn

° ^
Stalin-dominated Soviet Union: ^

tin their struggle against Sfe.
cisra the German workers will nat
ally seek support in the Sew
Union, AKD THEY WILL FIND IT '< [f
Trotsky, The Militant, ju{v

^

'

1932, p. 2. My capitals - A. 3,)

'

Whom the Nazis took power, the kiadol
"aid" the German workers got from tfe

Soviet Union was shown by the fact

that the leaders of the Soviet Uaic

maintained a dead silence in the vita]

and strategic days after January
3QJ

1933. In fact, as Duranty reported

the Soviet press actually avoided tie

subject of the Hitler Government: l'U

is significant that not a single to::

of comment on the Hitler cabinet &ss

appeared in the Soviet Press." &:
New York Times. February 2,1933) Sj

sub-headline over this dispatch read :

"Soviet is silent on Hitler government

but seems not to view it as an entir-

evil,"

This was the "support" which the

German workers received from the Stal-

in-controlled Soviet Union.'

THE PBO&BAM TODAY

i(
the Stalinist gangsters was

,„itfl
01'

gently not confirmed but re-Ve Therefore, when the Trotsky

Ue&- 6ay in the ^r^ry 2 , 1944

UderS
f
©e Militant that Trotsky »

a
Lue °

in Germany "holds in full

tfoKoW" they are deli^erately ly,
force

f

distorting
botn their own line

i»g afld
Trotsky's pre-Kitler line,

to^
jj one hand, the Trotsky leaders

*ile
Jir "orogram of 1933 is still cor-

$ *!rtaty»
on the other

»
there stands

m Hitler came to P **^
the criminality of the Ste»^

ists became apparent to many &i
pjV

inist workers the tendency tow&r
w

atlag a new party could no ^
restrained. In the Fall of ^^ II

sky issued a call for a ffourw ^
national. Thus, the program

that they have officially•eotr
fact

itjei
the line of "correcting" the

t party and repudiating
Stai^ international.

j. key point of Trotsky *s program

Ms proposal of a united front be-
*® Social Democracy and Stalinism,
66

through the agency of such a unit-
it, argr~
workers De enaoiea. to prevent

icocry of fascism. In actuality
imperialist Social Democracy is

n,,!?
through v^° -&—^ — o^u a unit-

J
front,

argued Trotsky, could the

^pjgn workers be enabled to prevent

be
victory of fascism. In actuality

ierialist Social Democracy is

irrevocably tied to the German bour~
t::e

geols

form.

state of which fascism is one
Pith its espousal of chau-

Tinisa in 1914 and support of the

rorld imperialist war it broke for-
ever "ith the interests of the prole-
tariat. After the imperialist war So-
cial Democracy saved German and world
capitalism from collapse by assuming
poser in the bourgeois state and be-*
heading the movement of the revolution-
ary proletariat. Its politics led
inescapably to the victory of fascism,

The Stalinist bureaucracy, to
«egiard its privileges and power
wrped from the Soviet masses, had to
put the development of the inter-
Jwaial proletariat towards revolu-
»» tiiich would lead unavoidably to

buuT?
11

'

'7 not o^y of imperialism
all forms of oppression includ-

Aj Back Copies

'rout il^Vtt^.
ary Sta1

eeu
the * **«* s

the 2;j c<midi^^V-
fmn! the

formJ SCi^. ? ***««
tf

uts as the ^ tion
ot ^W ;;•

in 0^5-ga f^t 8 ^

^ &*d Social S forme4 Dy Stall

for ^^itedfr;tL
r° tBky,s1^

evolutional sSSij!
ltBea Count^-

evolutionary
Social J ^ »****-

Hitlsr. And ww f r

Ml iHo
°hara

f
teristic ^opportunistpontics i8 tne brazenness with whicia counter-revolutionary poiicj- is

palmed off as correct and in the in-
terests of the sorters. When oppor-
tunists issue a prediction shich is

refuted by events, their line is net

to re-oxamine the misleading predic-

tions and point out wherein and sby

history refuted them, but to co-er

them and even to proclaim them con-

firmed.

A. Burke

SPAIN
priinary oolici96

A comprehensive exposure of the reacw

of the peeudo-LMiniBt or5ani^
tions, » ^ ^^ ^ toi:grs ,

a^d Trotskyists, and thoir wori£ in &iW



„ vtt iprtii* ^ITH STALINISM

^ AST H»

V shiu P

Q 1938_* Iu e founding of

ourth Interna

.

social, ifl-

« -^ d
!l to that" occasion,

nlopw&t it was stated:

«fe October 27, 1928 we raised

fce Lner of the ftz«fli« Opposi-

i, (the BolBhevik-Leninists) in

Se Central
^ittee^^the^omma-

Kel
F

S2' sSSSn^ Sd'wfnever

once looked back." (Socialist te*

resl ,
October 22, 1938)

Jnis representation of Trotskyite

politics as, presumably, divorced and

distinct from the politics of Stalin's

Comintern has been accepted by the un-

informed workers.

A penetrating' study of the whole

range of 5?rotskyite politics throws a
bierciry light upon the words we have
:ited, revealing them as a brazen fal-
sification. TTe can begin our investi-
gation with the very issue of the pa-
per in which the above-cited words are
printed. On page 2 something is said
of how the Trotsky leaders actually
stooo. in relation to the Stalinist
party after they had been excelled by
Loves tone:

"

"^it, as evidence
, too, of our

52T* close ^es to the offt"L^ 13t !«*. -e began the

;;;;• ;r V
u
i a* ^uitant of theCflesiB of the former Minority (c* nnon-Foster bloc) 5*, t J

V l an~

***. entitld-TheOrl
0nWanlSt

C mlrt Partv L ^ 1S ^ the

States,
i direct!?

the Uuited

oc u aS 6
ta* Cannon-J0s-excelleAt evidence of the

fact that the Cannon-ShachW
L

was established from the start
°Up

political branch of the StaliniBt
as a

tem, .

She I-'csberite thesis was a ?
S"

tional bid to the Stalin burocra-
the Sixth Congress of the Comiuw **

the Sumner of 1928 to oust LoveS'*
and install the S'oster-Caimoa bi0c
power.

rih,a crux of the document Z
the accusation that Love stone did not
carry out the Stalinist line as iaid
down by the burocrats in Moscow, A\?are

of the fact that leaderships in $$
varior.s sections of the Comintern were-

selected not by the rank-and-file tut

by the high moguls in the Kremlin to

serve the needs of the Soviet buro-

cracy
s

the Foster-Cannon Minority in

the American Party submitted a request

to Stalin for the "reorganization of

the Party leadership." What foster

and Cannon alleged to be Lovestone's

deviation from the Stalinist line was

termed by them op-portunisro. and the

basis for the organizational change

they proposed was to be a strict ad-

herence to" the policy handed down "by

the Comintern:

"The opportunist line must be

corrected and the basis laid down

for the reorganization of the Party

leadership in such a way as to in-

sure the carrying out of the iiSS.

of the Comintern. " (The MiliiSfi.

January 15, 1929. Our emphasis-

THE 3ULL3TIN)

mien Stalin decided that Love-

stone should remain in power io -^

time being, the Cannon group, ^^
no prospect of shaking »°y

t0

grip on the helm, hitched its w s^^
Trotsky's star and used the

iQ

cited purely pro-Stalinist docw ^
attack their successful £P? '

inner-

after week, installments oi
J

1

eared

Comintern, factional document ^ ^
in the Irotskyite paper, wi ^ nflW

claration that the leaders o
^ ^

Trotsky group stood on its -, &.

mise. The mind of the reaae*

tlie
"theoretical" contro-

iia4
i&

»n the burocratic gangs of

t
# -oetfle» party , The underlying

^^ftu & whole fight was the ef-
3

-ie
°* part of the Love stone and

on
the ^

cli ^ues to prove to the

^fcracy theirparticularJTit-fo
rt

vie
t ^ "

rry out the policy of the

6s
t0

ii
That was- how Cannon

-

fei^hroke all ties with Stalin-

Sl^^Hnever once looked back" J

datic examination of Trot-
s'?5 ,.,

^

fla reveals that beneath

tac!

policies_

tliondei

c

the political essence, of the

te

Serous phrases of "criticism,"

apd
Shachtman were firmly at~

This connection with
^fT-ist ?ax"ty«

Stalin party was expressed m vari-.
S

- They tenderly called the

ruled by the charlatan

,nd his crev? of political

«our party," Knowing full

fell

o-o3
w&

:
Stalin

Part

jjovestone

i;iat the Stalinist Party was dis-

with burocratism and corrupt ion,,

j h peddled Stalin's demagogic

•urogram" of Socialism in one country,

•iey vrorked for Stalin and Love stone

.; to the workers that "our par-

\f r'O'old carry out its revolutionary

taaks. TojlS they concealed the truth

fast the Lovestone-directed Party was

Stalin's tool of selling the workers

to the bourgeoisie I

"The fundamental HEAI/THIHESS of
C'J?. party, its oroletariaii composi-
tion, its BA.SIC' PEC SRA1A are a GUA3~
iJlSB that despite the difficulties,
tne errors, and the shortcomings it
TiH Win the masses and fulfill ITS

TOIONAHY MISSIOH." (The VLilir

^j Deceraber 1, 1928, Our capi-
as - THE BULLETIN)

»hlc

,!]JhiS
P°werful Stalinist poison

_.'
nded the Comig^ern to snare the

live

S
' adec

'uate iy reveals the decep-

nth T^° of the statement "There-

H t6
,)roke a11 ties with Stalinism

Jiever once looked back."

% 5!
^iuuity of political ties

H
Sh 1

a
l
lai8m was tept up by Cannon

Vateft "^ in thQ period of the

y to t,.
8811 "011* °£ the German mas-

r4
-oolu

Uler
' The usual cover for

^iH at taclTment to the Stal-
e of counter-revolution was a

^reaia of -hi fl+
l""l

*«« ^t2i
tl

,

cal Cyth°V criu-

^ren ft
n

S;^0U^ ^ " mini8tQ

cracy VPP
the stalini 8t ^ UlCal"

"nnxerfl ensured th- •

h wbich tb«Co and tho
hs victorv n *

^
°Pa^sh workers. S of ^IHohb ofW
f
re l»pt up ;y cI^

S Wlt^ Staling

fen ^ gave
y
„^^ and 8hachti

^f ^ conceal d S ^^^ +-
dat^ in various Pl

S

e !
1Ul8t ^di.

^g ago the canaou l™5
S

'
1Iofc 30

ed ^ Staling stf
er

fip S1^^-
A^.P, That ZwlT im0i ^
Shacht^n Hn PrS ^™ ^
honest wor.,r g ^.^^^

H^wn tSk7 leadershi15 100^01 tms healtiiy reaction:

"Many well-meaning people are
norruied at the idea that we are
supporting a Stalinist.cor.trolU4
party." (»lhy We Suntiorted the
A.L.?.,» The Militant. March 15

1941)
"

Of course, every maneuver of sup-

porting Stalinism is covered up with

some excuses. For instance, in the

same article the Trotsky leaders ar-

gued:
"But we must not forget that

this Stalinist-controlled party is

backed by Stalinist-controlled

unions," (Ibid.)

The Trotsky leadership even took

the occasion to set Mj^*J*Z
misled followers for further support

rlhe counter-revo^ary^

who operate under the ©use 0,

nism"

:

»We can even «t*?£%££
Uos that if - ?£££*

. „d of benefit o our ^

C*"1St " "
.

t,, waders

*, how tne --1
.j,.., to

This i s
. . h connect w

.. -n ties wnic»
qVStea

0I

"cut" all « litiCal
s S

J yai
«;tplini s t Pu * vpgtial ce^'°v

DlaCl
filing niasses.

f the toin 11^
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„,vM«nw.o awn TT0S1ER IS AN OLD STORY.
THE OPPORTUNISM OP BROTOER AND TOS23-K

It began long before "Telleran."

«„ -h^-t *haso bureaucrats helped betray
Read the evidence on ho t .hose our

ultra-left-
fehe German workers to Hitler in xvoo

ist tactics.

Read the evidonco of Bolder and Poster's particijation

in the soil-cut of the Spanxsn toilers to E.ancc -£rough

ultra-rightist maneuvers during the Spanish Civil War.

The reactionary forces which gave rise to the Breeders

and Posters of the Stalinized "Comintern" stand exposed

in —

EARL BROWDE
COMMUNIST OR TOOL OF

WALL STREET?
( STALIN, TROTSKY OR LEHIN)

-by-

GEORGE MARLEN

493 pages
Price: $1.00

Ajidjsasj-

THE RED STAR PBESS
P.O.. Box 67
Station D,,
Now York

T H_JE T R T S g Y SCHOOL P FALSIFICATION

THE FUSION SITE THE MUSTEITES

A REVEALING- EPISODE

f^ECENTLY the Trotsky leadership has been going to great lengths

into the history of their movement. Many articles and some books

have been published on this theme. The announced purpose of this

campaign is to instruct the Trotskyite workers in the "Marxist"

character and "principled" line of its leadership. Amongst other

things, the Trotsky leaders have referred to the various blocs and
combinations which they made with other tendencies. Certain in-

teresting features in those fusions, throwing a revealing light on

the nature of the Trotsky leadership, have been invariably left

out by the Trotskyite historians. This column has been systema-

tically supplying these features. In the present instance we take

up an aspect of the Trotskyist fusion with Muste*

In 1928 a former preacher, A, J. Muste, formed a group

under a "progressive" coloration designed to hook those trade union

workers who were repelled by the more open agents of the bosses.

Backed by a few wealthy "angels," Muste quickly won some adherents ..and

published a paper, Labor Age*

The very first manifesto, of the Muste group met with a

sharp condemnation from the Trotskyite Communist League of America,

The function of the Muste group was correctly described as follows:

'•The recent manifesto of the pseudo-progressive group

of the 'Labor Ago" is primarily a reflection of this

discontent in the ranks of the unions which the reform-

ists seek to divert into harmless channels. The appear-

ance of the new movement, even in a nebulous form, with

pseudo-progressives at its head, is a sign of the abdi-

oaHo^tflhe^o^Siist and the Left Wing who in recent

years have led these unions. It is a warning that con-

tinued neglect of the struggle in the old unions clears

the road for the reformist stultification of potentially

revolutionary movements within them." I The Militant ,

February 15, 1929, p. 5. My emphasis - A. B.)

The Muste group developed and took the form of a "Conference

frvr Progressive Labor Action." The role of the Musteites in the

tr«dP union movement, that of "left" apologists for the APL bu-

"ticracy, was shown clearly in the field of the textile and mine

tknrs where the Muste grOup had some forces and exercised a
workers ^* Their essential function in the unio:
measure oi ±» *

m_^i.„w leaders wi+.h «,„•:— 4.*^.measure ^ -—
, ;ieut was characterized

cision:

' grOup load some ±u*<-o<* »««. «Aoxcj.sea a
Their essential function in the union mov
by the Trotsky leaders with scientific pre-

„ The C. P. L. A. people J«PJgJj6 the role of com*.

for the labor fakers." (SS2 Mlitont, January 35, 19;
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bAve had no reason to change it to suit factional ex-
pediency, which was done, however, as has now "become
clear as day by the Lovestone group," ( The Mi litant

,

January 1, 1931, p. 3)

Obviously, the readers of the above got the impression that
the Trotsky leaders were of an entirely different character from
the putrid Lovestone gang.

One can take Shachtman' s estimate of the crooked Lovestone
tactics in regard to the Muste group when a bloc was in Lovestone 's

mind, and apply it verbatim to the methods which the Trotsky lead-
ers used in 1934:

"Little by little, therefore, the tone of criticism of
the Muste group is moderated, thinned down to a whisper.
Yesterday's social reformists and weak-kneed pseudo-pro-
gressives become today 'militants' and 'genuine progres-
sives; 1 tomorrow they will be irreproachable comrades-in-
arms." (Ibid.)

Just as with Lovestone, it is fac tional expediency which is
the guiding lino of the Cannon and Shachtman leadership. When they
decided to join forces with the "left" labor faker, Muste, all the

theses and resolutions which they had written concerning the re-
actionary nature of the Muste group were unceremoniously buried
without so much as a word of repudiation. To make the fusion pala-
table to their deceived followers, the Trotsky leaders co-npletely

whitewashed Muste'G past and spread outright lies that his past
was in the interest of the working class.

For fifteen long years Muste was a pseudo-progressive, a fake
militant, as the Trotsky leaders themselves agreed. Eg flirted
now with the Socialist bureaucrats,, now the Comintern, now with
Lovestone. This unbroken fifteen year history of deceiving the

workers was dishonestly pictured by the Trotsky leaders as serv-
ing the interests of the proletariat:

"On Wednesday, January 9, a testimonial dinner will
be given for A. J. Muste, National Secretary of the
Workers Party, at Irving Plaza, Now York City, The
dinner is to commemorate his fiftieth birthday, and
the fifteenth year of his invaluable sorvice in the
revolutionary labor movement. 1 '

( The Militant, Decem-
ber 39, 1934)

The followers of Cannon and Shachtman, of course, may foci
-essed to defend the maneuvers with Musto, It may be argued:

The Trotskyite leaders were not interested so much in I-fuste, but
in winning the rank-and-file of the i/rustoito workers to a Marx-
ist position. If fusion with Musto could accomplish this, then
it was justifiable,

On the surface this sounds logical. But, if Cannon' a and
Shachtroin's interest was in clarifying Waste's followers and win-
ning thorn to a Marxist position, why did these leadors white-
wash Must <j Jo rotten past? Did the li*s Cannon and Shachtman
spread about Muste 'a* past clarify the rank-aud-filo? The Can-

5?
1 y«, '•,.

" ".a grant for the raW *? ~
UiJ" u ^wKra"

»* Program. The ra^Indm^* tMt ««*• W a £*-
mere signing n^T le

'
hoVfover, is not clarified C\.

^te»s
£

pomica? hiSor
m*****"***£ of the rotten X/of^

break with Sir oSSS* • Ti* ,

th° rank̂ f^ ^itS

\

Caiiy
--h of Must t r:s°

r

dtioi?ssro^- ^™^^:t£l
Spxfigl^**"

^ng *ith them the wh01e »*&$&
?rom every angle it becomes clear that the fusion with Mustewas a maneuver at the top between the leaderships of two opportun-ist organizations. "You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours" -tnis was the essence of the political basis of the fusion. If

Cannon and Shachtman were really interested in clarifying the
Muste ite rank-and-file and winning them to Marxism, they would
have had no reason to whitewash Muste . Their covering up of this
small-time labor faker reveals the essence of this shabby maneu-
ver.

-It is by such tactics that Cannon-Shachtman build the Trotsk
ite movement. The result for the followers of Cannon and Shacht-
man has been to become entangled with one political swindler after
another. Through deals.' such as these, Cannon and Shachtman have

kept thoir followers from the Marxist path and have helped to

perpetuate the huge structure of opportunism in the working class.

The truly Marxist method of building a proletarian party is

to break decisively and permanently with every brand of opportun-

ist swindler,

A. Burks
May 4, 1945

I A Compilation of articles appearing in TE3 BULL3TIH

WHAT TROTSKY TAUGHT ABOUT HITLSRISM

SQM2 LIGHT OH A CR0QK2D DH&L
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POLITICAL JUCOLERY

V/U™. 4n 1933 the ^°tskyitee
V y first came out for a Fourth

International, many of the most ad-
vanced radical workers heaved a sigh
of relief. These workers felt that
finally

g, wonderful opportunity had
arisen to f reethemselvee of entangle -
•^ents with Stalinism and Social Demo-
cracy. They believed that an instru-
ment iras about to be forged for a
clear-cut struggle against the whole
rotten structure of opportunism per-
sonified by the Second and 'Third Inter-
nationals* The idea of being a^'fac-
tion of the Comintern" had become re-
pulsive to these workers. Needless to
z ay, insofar as the Second International-
al was concerned Lenin's ringing
phrase "Never again along the lines of
the Second International" was indelib-
ly impressed upon their consciousness.
If these advanced workers considered
themselves finished with the Third In-
ternational, not even in their wildest
nightmares could they picture them-
selves ever a
International.

part of the Second

The impossibility of reforming or
renewing the Second International was
-.rocliamed by the Trotskyites time and
again:

"Is it possible to reform or re-
new the Second International, per-
vaded by crimes and treacheries?
Tha war and all past"':war events
answer: 'NoJ™ ( The Militant . March
31, 1934, p. 1)

However, less than four months
after the above declaration, Trotsky
in a letter dated July 24, 1934 sud-
denly proposed that' the French Trot-
skyitee enter the S.F.l'.O, {Socialist
Party of Fr ,nce). Proposals for entry
into the parties of the Second Inter-
national were soon extended into one
country after another.

In the United States the Trotsky-
ite Ic-iderEi, Cannon and Shachtman,

wholehearted support to Trotsky's
line, which wa* eventually to

American Trotskyite group

into tha Socialist partv. W(W7
the presence of a large al^lT'
opposition (Oshlerites) oalled ?

&S

some maneuvering on the part nf n
non and Shachtman. To alW -nv

"~
picion they vigorously and oeriodlS"ly proclaimed the impossibility of reforming the Second International?

"The Second and the Third l„
ternational are outlived and havebecome obstacles on the revolution
ary^ road. It is impossible to"
reiorm' them, because the whole

composition of their leadership is
radically hostile to the tasks and
the methods of the proletarian re
volution..*' (New Militant . Seut. 7
1935, p. 3)

' "

Humors that they intended to en-
ter the American Socialist party were
of course persistently and scathingly
denouncedby Cannon and Shachtman:

"The June Plenum of the National
Committee of the W.p, took note of
rumors to tha effect that there are
leaders and members of the W.P. who
advocate that the W.p. should join
or merge with the Socialist Party.
Occasionally it ic necessary to

take account of rumor and ^osG_ip_,no

matt er how absurd and" Irresponsible

il !Ra,.V he simply because it is so

persistent . Solely on

this ground . the Plenum hereby
States that all s uch reports are
absolutely -'ithout foundation, tha

t

OS. loaders or mqrobcrs of the W. P..

advocate or hay_e advocated any such
program." (new jfilitant ,' July 6,

1935, p, 2, Emphasis in original')

Only several weeks before the

Trotskyite leaders actually took their

Workers Party inta the American Social-
ist Party, their press was still writ-
ing reassuring words about the neces-
sity to break sharply with Social

Democracy:

"It is necessary not merely to

understand that social-democratic
reformism is bankrupt; but posi-

tively to break sharply from Social

Democracy; and this sharp break can

.be decisively accomplished only by

embracing and adhering firmly to

the principles of revolutionary

Marxism." (New Militant ,
April 18,

1936, p. 1)
~

One can readily see the insin-

cerity ana ^inprincipledness of these

leaders in their declarations about

the necessity for breaking sharply

from the social democracy, and of the

impossibility of reforming the parties

of the Second International. The un-

principledness of the Trotskyite lead-

ers becomes even '".ore glaringly appar-

ent ^hen one reads that they pro-

posed not only to enter into the Soci-

alist §?.arty but promised to build the

S.P. into "a revolutionary organization:

"On* the basis of equal duties

and eoual rights we obligate our-

selves'"to work loyally and devoted-

ly to build the Socialist Party in-

to a powerful, united organisation

in the revolutionary struggle ior

socialism." (Statement of the

National Committee, Wejv Militant,

June 6, 1936)

To satisfy the revolutionary sen-

timents of their honest *««£•*•
however, Cannon and Shachtman had to

advance some plausible explanation for

iZlr reversal and the decision to

nter the Socialist Party. *£•*£
roit political acrobats sudden!;, dxo-

c v!reV that the Detroit^££
of the Socialist Party, he^d in -ay

Juno 193& marked a decisive vurnin^

noint £ the history of the movement.

This convention, asserted the Trotj^

it! leaders, had ^dea snarP T-reak

,ith the classic reformism ox P

^

war Social Democracy ar.d bad „i

led to tho victory oi fascism.

.«mhe Detroit Convention of the

n t !,rtv in 1934 marked a
Socialist Party in ^
decisive turning point U *

fory of the movem nt. tte d

tion of Prirv
e
ipl

°tv Sd confusion
despite the ambigui y^ ^
of its pruJ?1*^** ical reformism
break with the classical

of the post-war Social-Democracy,

and gave evidence of a deterTdna—

tion not to repeat the , terrible

mistakes and crimes of the* parties

which has led the Austrian,, and Ger-

man masses
t
to the yoke o/fascism."

("Workers Party Calls All "'Revolu-

tionary Workers to Join the Social-

ist Party," New .ijlit-j-ri't , June 6,

1935, p. 1)

Let us therefore turn to what the

Trotskyite leaders previously said

about this Detroit Convention of the

Socialist Party in 1934.

The New International , then the

theoretical organ of the Trotskyites,

parried -an article in its November

1934 issue signed M.S., analyzing this

very Convention. This analysis expos-

ed this S.P. Convention as a miserable

affair at which the "Uilitant" leaders

(Norman Thomas et al.) gave every in-

dication of a readiness to capitulate

to the Old Guard Socialists:

"The results do sho-7, however,

that in 'the principal centers

the Sight Wing bureaucracy and its

petty-bourgeois adherents are far

stronger than many "ould like to

believe. Nor ms its strength pro-

perly challenged in view of toe

f*ct that the Militants at all

times pursued a pusillanimous

course -here a bold one ras re-

euired, opposed a policy*^confu-

sion to the clear cut 3i§ht tfing

policy of its opponents and gave

every indication of 'its readiness

to capitulate under vigorous pres-

•

sure." ("What Next in the Social

' ist Party," p. 99)

fMs Trotsijyite

seriously:

"•^
erit£A£&advocates merit the a j ^

volutionarj.
^

bs ^
mUd
Tthat it is meant piously-

£iried that it l
first &ct 0I

Far from it. *"
of th,, ,v,r-.

,

f oll<nns *"
f rusn into- print

victory, *«*s



With an abjoct exhortation to tho

ht Winger-B to remain inside the

party with full rights to pr opa-
te bhoir <uiti~socialist d o c-

trinos." (Ibid.)

Eowovor, in 1936 this analysis
was conveniently "forgotton" "by tho

.Trotskyito loaders and tho S.P. Dotroit
tvention was suddenly and quite dis-

honestly palmed off as a dociBivo
taming point in tho American Social-
ist Party. To justify .the turn toward
the Socialist Party tho (Trotsky i to

loaders pictured tho miserable Detroit
Convention of the thoroughly opportun-
ist Socialist Party as- evidencing a
break with tho classical reformism of
the post-war Social Democracy. The

Trotskyito leaders invented ov i donee
of "a determination not to repeat the
torriblo mistakes and crimes of the
partios which has led the Austrian and
Barman masses to the yoke of Fascism,"

Tho real intent of tho Detroit
Declaration of the S.P. in 1934 which
spun a lot of radical sounding dema-
gogy was to channel off tho growing
iosiro of the militant workors in tho
S. P. to break with the old line ro-
f oralis m. This was rocognizod by the
Trotskyito leaders in 1934*

"Tho growing desire of tho mil i-
tant (without tho capital Ml) work-
ers in tho party for a broak with
bankrupt reformist, a desire en-
hancad by tho tragic defeats in
Europe, had to bo satisfied before
it developed to a logical and con-
sistent conclusion. The Milit ant
leaders, most of whom had lived in
porfoct ease and harmony with Wald-
raan and Co. up to yesterday, threvr
those workers a sop in tho form of
the Dotroit Declaration." (ibid*)

This analysis of the intont of
tho Detroit Declaration was not re-
stricted to M.S. in Tho Now I^tcrna-
liffifij-.* The leader of the T/orko r.s
Party, J. p . Cannon, reached similar
conclusions in his series of articles

fcing this convention along tho
3 lines;

"A change in front has become Qn
imperative necessity in order to

th~ organizations together and
- the confidence of the work-

61

ere. This 1b the role of Centriem.
The revolutionary impulses of the
workers aro mot with general formu-
lations which sound extremely radi-
cal but which do not mean anything
specifically. The Detroit declara-
tion abounds in these treacherous
and deceptive formulations." (The
Militant , Juno 9, 1934, p, 3.)

Howover, in 1936 Cannon and
Shachtman played up tho deceptive and
treacherous formulations of tho
Dotroit Declaration as evidencing a
determination not to repeat the crimes
of the Social Democrats in Austria
and Germany.

Politically advanced workors must
boguided by tho concrete actions of
their loaders and not by abstract
theoretical hocus-pocus. In maneuver-
ing the Trotskyite rank-and-file in-
to tho S.P. Cannon and Shachtman re-
sorted to tho treacherous tactics of

concealing thoir former position on So-

cial Democracy and issuing fake reva-
luations.

What was the real political moan-
ing of the Trotskyito dive into the

S.P.?

Tho French Turn period coincidod
generally with the swing toward tho

ultra-Rightist policy of Stalin ' s

Comintern bogun in 1934 and officially
sanctioned at the Seventh Congress of
tho C.I. in July 1935. In tho

ultra-Rightist swing of Stalin's CI

o

tho Comintern burocrats re-ovalua tod
the role of Social Democracy. Tho
"third period" fraud of "social fasc-
ism" and "united fronts from below"
against tho sociilist loaders was
dropped and in its stead a line pro-
moting the strengthening of Socialist
Parties with rAiose loaders united
fronts were to bo mado, was noT.7 put
forward. The "French Turn" was tho
Trotskyite vorsion of the Stalinist
noiso about "organic unity" with Soci-
al Democracy. Thus, the Trotsky line
of regenerating and rebuilding the
parties of tho Second Intornati onal
black with crimes and troacho r y
against tho workers^ served ingenious-
ly to tie the Trotskyite workers to
tho Stalinist Rightist lino.

f
T the present time the<vTro1

,
ite leaders in 'writing history

say that in 1933 when they proclaimed
the need for the Fourth International
it implied a recognition that the
Third International like the Second
which preceded it had become too ossi-
fied _to permit of regeneration ;

"In 1933, in proclaiming the ne-
cessity for the Fourth Interna-
tional we, and our co-thinkers
throughout the world, declared that
the Comintern was dead as a revolu-
tionary body,- by which we meant
that there could be no longer any
hope of halting its degeneration
and turning it back to its revolu-'
tionary origins. Like the Second
International which -proceded it ,

the Third International had become
lioo ossified to permit of regenera-
tion." .(Fourth International . June
1943, p. 17.3. My emphasis -A, B.)

This is a patent concealment of
the whole sordid history of the French
Turn politics of 1934-37 with all its
fake evaluations of the Socialist

Party and its fraudulent p»<taie©a "to
ma*e* it a party of consult revolu-
tionary Marxism.."

The Trotsky leaders fraction
along a certain systematic pattern.
Just as they left their pre-French
Turn evaluations of Social Democracy
unropudiated E0 they now leave
unacknowledged their French Turn somer-
sault with its "theoretical 11 story of
the possibility of making revolu-
tionary parties out of the hooelesely
ossified Second International.'

It is clear that the Trotsky
"Fourth International" movement is
just a snare to trap the revolutionary
anti-Stalinist workers. The building
of a real and genuine Fourth Interna-
tional means, therefore, in the first
instance , a break from the treacherous
leadership of the Cannons and Shachfc-
mans, and the exposure of these un-
principled jugglers of fraudulent
"theories."

Arthur 3-^rke

October 5, 1943

*.Jv EXPOSING THE RODS OF

IN THE PRESENT
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THB T B T S K I SCHOOL OF FALSIFICATION

SOVIET DIPLOMACY: L2NIittST VERSUS STALINIST

-*- OLLOHEG the founding of the
Soviet State, Lenin and the

Bolshevik Party established the funda-
mental principles governing the diplo-
matic relations between the Soviet
Re r

-iublie and the var i ous imper ia1 i8 t
re. The outstanding feature of

Lenin* s diplomacy was the line of

fostering world proletarian revolution
as the real defense of the
Workers State* With the ascendance of
Stalihi sits this line was completely
abandoned and buried "by the burocratic
usurpers of power* I3ie burocracy sought
to win "friends 11 amon^ the imperialist
powers* When the teachings of the re-
volutionary leadership grew dim in the
mind of the Communist workers, the
Stalinist Comintern began to spread
skillfully-phrased distortions of
Lenin's diplomatic policy* One Of
these distortions vras an article writ-
ten by Radek in 1932 after he had
ceased being an ^oppositionist 1 * and
became one of the outstanding flunkeys
of Stalin-

At the time Hade It's article ap-
peared a move ominous to the Soviet
Union was made by the Japanese imperi-
alists. Japan occupied Manchuria ,

giving her a contiguous border ^ith
Siberia* Expressing the fears of the

Soviet . burocracy* Karl Radek publicly
hinted at a possible alliance between
the United States and the Stallunrul-

ed" Soviet Union directed against Japan*

The Trotskyite leaders wrote in
outraged tones at such monstrous un-
principledness and accused Badek of

criminal violation of Lenin *s position
against alliance with one imperialist
power against another*

11 What does exist is an unprece-
dented* reactionary unprincipled,
* diplomatic' proposal which spits

right in the face of what Lenin
wrote expressly on the question of

the jmpermi s sib il i ty for the So-

viets to Join hands -H
Li th one impe-

rialist njgwer for the struggle

against anovh:.^* ,1

( The Militant

April 16, 1933* % emphasis-D. S.)

It was not difficult for Cannon-
Shachtman to prove conclusively that
the Stalinist policy, as voiced by
Radek, was a reactionary departure
from the principles advanced by Lenin
in 1913* jill they had to do was to go
to the records of the ora-Stalin days
and show black on rtiiite how all the

Bolshevik leaders, Stalin included,
e tood on the matter of alliances wiith

imperialist powers* Since Lenin had
formulated the specific principle in
v'ords easy to understand, Cannon and
Shachtman seized upon them with both
hands* to prove Stalin's opportunism;

f' r Qur policy must be based not
on a choice between two imperialisms
but on the possibility of strength-
ening the socialist revolution or at
least on thenecessity of enabling
it to offer resistance until the
other countries join the revolution-

ary movement,*, fission in origin-
al} We have always fought our own
imperialism, but the overthrow of

the imperialism of one country by
means of an alliance with the Impe-
rialism of another, is a line of
action that we reject both on reas-
ons of principle and because we con-
sider it inadmissible,*" (The Mili-
tant, April 16« 1933)

The Militant pointed out that
Lenin adopted this position at a time
rchen the starving Soviet Republic had
no army, no munitions, no guns with
which to hold back the German imperi -

alls t forces marching into the country*
Despite such a desparato situation
Lenin clung tenaciously to the line of

rejecting any alliances *?ith any of

the imperialists and accepted rather
the rapacious Srest-Litovsk Treat y*2ihe
Militant mrotej

"Let us remember that this was
written at a time when Russia* s

need for Allies 1 was infinitely
more acute than today, at a time
when there iras no Red army and when

I
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(unlike the situation in Manchuria)
the Cierman forces had already ad-
vanced upon Bus sIan territory into
the very heart of the country- la
spite of this Lenin offered objec-
tions in principle to the proposals
for an alliance with the Anglo*
branch imperialists* He did not
withdraw them even '"hen Kamkov,
leader of the Social Revolutionists
announced to the Soviet Congress
the withdrawal of that party 1 s sup-
port of the Bolshevik government
because I^nin preferred to sign the
humiliating treaty of i>rest-Lit~
avsk,*1 (April 30

( 1932)

Although the Stalinist trampling
upon the principle came fourteen years
a i t?r it had been enunciated by Lenin,

..ion and Shachtman made a special
point of stressing the old position as
inviolable* They showed thereby that
they were perfectly clear that the
principle was the cornerstone of a re-
volutionary foreign policy and could
not be rejected or cancelled at any
tirre, no matter in what difficulty the

Soviet Union might find itself.

The Trotskyite leaders gave every
outward appearance that they would
cling tenaciously to the principled
position of Lenin on the impermissi —
bility. of a workers 1 state making a
l.itary alliance with an imperialist

country.

FTSW years after Eadek so cau-
tiously broached the subject

military alliances t tfce Stalin
ictually passed from the talking

_~e to deeds and formed a military
ttalliance" with the financial oli-
-_srchy of France. No longer were Trot-

and hie followers faced with mere^
ly a distant hint hut with a naked op-

timist policy concretely applied,
did Trotsky react now? [The topic
up during the hearings of the

-i- Commission* Trotsky was asked
following question:

u
What is your general attitude to-
wards maMng alliances for war pur-
pases or other purposes botwoon the
Soviet Union and a capitalist coun~
try? 1* (The Case of Leon Trotsky t

Trotskyt who knew the Leninist
principled reply to this question, re-
plied:

"In so far as it can serve to pre-
serve the Soviet Union an alliutce
becomes a necessity. It is only a
question of not hindering by this
alliance the workers ' movement
abroad* Bat In principle I_ admit
jt;*— the necessity of an alliance
to preserve the Soviet Union."
(ibid* W$ emphasis - D»E.

)

We can observe from Trotsky l s an-
swer that in place of the revolution-
ary principle enunciated by Lenin in
I§1S, ^Trotsky now uphold a new "prin-
ciple." fhis newly-concocted "princi^
pie 1* was no other than the opportunist
line of Stalin and his Comintern. It
was support with B criticism, "as usual

J

Pseudo-Marxists always mask their
betrayal of proletarian principles
with revolutionary-*sounding sophistry,
so as to prevent the advanced workers
from detecting that betrayal. 1?he

treacherous eurocrats of the Comintern
told the workers that the Stalin-Laval
alliance would aid in the defense of
the workers State. strikingly enough *

Trotsky fundamentally took up the some
line. He gave as a reason for the

permissibility in principle of mili-
tary alliances the preservation of the
Soviet Union. One can cite no graver
time when the Soviete needed aid for
the preservation of the newly formed
Soviet state than 1918 when the German
imperialist forces were marching to-
ward Fetrograd and the Soviets were com-

pletely destitute* Yet, as The Mi-
litant stated in April 1933, "In spite
of this, I^nin offered objections in
principle to the proposals for an al-
liance T:,ith the Anglo—French imperial-
ists*"

HisR revolutionists insist upon
adherence to principles they do not
proceed from the blind worship of ab-
stract formulations but from the angle
of defending the interests of the pro-
letariat* It is clear why Lenin, and
Trotsky when the latter was still a
revolutionist, rejected the line of
military alliances with imperialist
powers* Such alliances ^onld only
serve tc sjnfipad illusions among the



workers, since the basic interests Of
imperialism and the proletarian State
are irreconcilable*

In 1918 the Anglo-French imperii
alist^s proposed an alliance ^ith the
Bolshevik government to continue the
war against Kaiser Germany* On thia
line the Anglc-Jrench rulers promised
aid to the Soviet Republic* Lenin saw
through the scheme and warned the
workers that behind the shield of such
an "alliance" the Anglo-French and the
German Imperialists ^ould maneuver in
common to defeat the Soviet State.
Lenin rejected the proposed mill tars-

al liance, Cn the basis of a Marxist
analysis of the irreconcilable con-
flict between a workers State and the

orialist -tforld, Lenin enunciated the
impermissibility of a Soviet-imperial-
ist military alliance as a basic l

!arjG«

iat principle.

History in a negative way proved
the correctness' of * this old-establish-
ed principle. Strdin*s Hmilitary al«-

liince" with the French imperi- lists
deceived both the Soviet and the world
masses into believing that if the
^asis had opened an attack upon #the
Soviet Union, France would Immediately
have co^j to its assistance* In reali-*
ty the Jrcnch imperialists never meant
to aid the Soviet Union. Stalin's
"Jranco-Soviet alliance" was an added
propaganda weapon in the hands of the
Hitler £&£ to have the German masses
accept the starvation conditions in
order to intensify the rearming of

inyr -iiich incidentally was foist-
ed by Stalin's "allies," the French
bankers* Not only are Stalinist
"alliances" deceptions of the masses
but also the Stalinist "non-aggression
pacts*" The oest example is the Kit-
ler-StaMn pact. It gave the Soviet
masses the illusion that Hitler T»ould
not attack them. This paralyzing il-
lusion aided in the destruction of ttuIU

lions of lives of th^ Soviet masses*

i>

H
HE Trotskyits stock-in-trade is

a protense of "opposition" to
St tlla r,hxch serves to conceal the
underlying policy of support of Stal-
inism, while Trotsky supported Stalin
in betrayals , he alw W£_-^w*d this

support with "criticism* 11 Such 'as

tthe case also with the violation of

the Leninist principle of the imper-
missibility , of forming military alii*
ances ^ith an imperialist country. In

the Dewey hearings Goldman paraphrased
Trotsky's ?*ply to i&ake certain that
Trotsky's statement could in no way he
misunderstood;

*ln other words, in principle
you admit that under certain cir-
cumstances it is necessary to f^ake

an alliance * with a capital let
country," »

* Trotsky 1 s answer to this was as
follows;

*

"Under *,the condition that the
Communist Party ^ of the allied
country is not obliged to support
its Government, and that the Com-
munist Party remains free in its
Opposition against the Governments 1

(Ibid.)

This is the tt criticism" which
Trotsky offers as a blind for his
whitewash of Stalin's opportunism*
Military alliances, said Trotsky, are
in principle permissible, but the Com-
munist Party must remain free* In
Other words. . military alliances are
all right, but Stalin does not make
thera correctly* Let us, however, e:^
amine this "criticism" to see whether
it holds water, and whether it is a
bona fide condition upon ^hica the
principle of military alliances or no
military all fences depends.

Trotsky states that an alliance
between ati imperialist power and a
workers' State is acceptable in prin-
ciple if tt the Communist Party of the

allied country is not obliged to sup-
port its Government, n and "remains
free in its opposition against the
Government*" But Trotsky knew that
early in 1918 when the question of an
alliance ^ith An^lo-French imperialism
ag inst German imperialist arose there
were no Communist Parties in France

T and England,, nor ^as there a Communist
International* Yet I^nin ruled out an
alliance t*ith imperialist countries.
Therefore^ the condition which Trotsky

'advanced for the permissibility of
forming a mEitery alliance played no part

I

I
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in Lenin *% principle
: Ill^rco* That Z&nin rejected as un-
principled ?^3s a Tiliiarv alliance as
such. Trstsky concocted his . r. __-ion
to cot - hi --. violation :f ths len«
.:..-- . rincicle*

r "i

. the degeneration of
the Soviet Vnicn, Stalin ^ith

tke_aid, -of Irotsk^'s supper:, -l-.itc-

ra::;; 3icritict53^ has succeeded in
burying ths Earxist«-Ie:iinist prin-
ciples attained through -..-.. ist and
costly experiences of ths ~rcletariat.
Ph ." l-.-iple is or.17 one of the sany
1-L en have been trampled ir^to the caid

iinist degeneration,. As *the

3 *f betrayal and deceit continue
t /. ; z a principles tec orae r.or 3 and :;.or

e

- ~ irr^d in ths mind 01 the de lidded

Tho believe that their lead-
ers are still sihiri.-..; -c Lanisls^.

If ar,j- cue doubts that 2rots r-'s

statement at the Dewey Dofiwdssion re-
presents the official Erotslzyi&t line
of today "e refer him to ^he editorial

.
:"

t b a Tro t B - ryi ', 3 pape* , a £

recently as J

tires, essary and
in ".-':. Ives , the;/

-

; ^list .

.: : ins tmments for
workers 1 state," (ghe Militant ,

3ditorial a August 26, 1943- r
- 'has is - D- S* )

Ope vivid manifestation of the
-Inist degeneration of the Cc

tern is ths nay ths lickspittles of
ths Big Boss unhesitatingly accept the
frauds handed dOTzu to the™ fro- above.

Stalin's Hadek cues oat ~~i fch the
proposals of a milltar; Can-
non and Go* worked themselves np into
a lather ei*: - the parversion of
Lenin's rineinle* -hlle Browder

:
l

z proposal prominent supports
But ^hen itself openly aban-
doned ths saTc- principle, Cannon not
only did not atter a syilahle of cri-

t actually accepted the as*?

piece of Irotskv's opportunism as a
gospel of -arsis-.

Hm Si^rs
October 1943
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